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Abstract
This work investigates an approach to pressure sensor design in which
a homogeneous vessel is used as the active element to sense pressure. The
goal of this project was to synthesize a standard model for the design and
development of a pressure sensor predicated on pressure vessel methodologies.
Four prototypes were constructed, each implementing the experimental design
using a different material and dimensions. A specialized testing apparatus
was built to establish a controllable volume to which multiple devices can be
connected and tested simultaneously. The data collection and measurement
interface is also built into the testing apparatus.
The four prototypes with dissimilar geometries and materials are tested
at room temperature for their repeatability in response to pressure and its
transduction to voltage. When subjected to controlled pressures of up to 80
psi, strong agreement was observed between the prototypes under test and
the actual pressure in the control volume; the physical design was validated
for all four devices.
Uncertainty analysis was used to test for failure of the derived theoretical
model to predict pressure with the measured voltage from the prototypes.
Error limits established by the propagation of uncertainties were not exceeded





In 1594 Galileo Galilei patented a machine to assist in irrigation by pumping
water from a nearby river. The machine had an observed limit of ten meters
of water in the suction pump [43]. This limitation was unexplainable at the
time, but inspired a wave of research dedicated to discover and understand
the phenomena that we would later understand to be the multi-directionally
uniform force acting on a unit of area: pressure [36]. Understanding this
basic tenet of the physical world would add another physical phenomena to
the growing body of knowledge that encompassed our evolving comprehension
of the universe.
As engineers, we leverage that collective of discovered phenomena in prac-
tical application and the development of technologies to solve the problems of
the day. Without fully understanding the nature of this physical phenomenon,
Galileo used pressure to engineer a solution to the problem of irrigation. The
success of his invention was evidence of the utility of a useful facet of na-
ture, and it ignited imaginations and motivated scientists and engineers the
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world over to better understand pressure. Its control would open the door to
technologies that would advance civilization to the next level.
In 1644, the first formal quantification of pressure took place when Evan-
gelista Torricelli invented the mercury barometer in the first manometer [24];
the road thus paved for the later advent of steam, combustion engines, hy-
draulics, aircraft, city water and sewage infrastructures, and reservoir drilling.
Today, the control of pressure systems is a cornerstone of the technological
civilization in which we live, and it is controllable because it is observable
with the use of pressure measurement devices whose designs are as varied as
the systems in which they are employed.
Within the decade following Torricelli’s manometer, the first pressure mea-
surement devices were widely adopted. Manometers used columns of liquid
displaced by the application of pressure. These had the benefits of being ac-
curate, repeatable, and readily observable, but limited in pressure range due
to the proportional relationship between the size of the instrument to the up-
per limit of its measurement range. They were further disadvantaged by their
size for a lack in portability. High cost and operating conditions limiting tem-
perature and necessitating stability (e.g. they were difficult to use on ship)
was enough to motivate casual research into alternative methods. However,
that most people were used to the inconveniences inherent to manometers and
acquiesced their shortcomings could explain the 200 years that passed before
the debut of a successor.
The advent of the aneroid (Greek “without liquid”) barometer in 1843
introduced an instrument that could be designed to fit applications in which
manometers would be impractical or inconvenient. Invented by Lucien Vidi,
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the seminal design utilized a diaphragm stretched over a cavity. Pressure
acting on the diaphragm deflected the surface which was translated into the
proportional displacement of an indication needle [49, 50]. The issues of cost,
limited operating temperature range, and the necessity of stability with fluid-
based manometers furthered the success of aneroid barometers, which were
comparatively smaller, less expensive, more robust, and could be made to be
more accurate [49].
Present State of Practice
The range of pressures and variety of media in applications today are ex-
treme. The pressures involved range across the gamut from a few pascals
in meteorological observations and altimeters to a few terapascals in nuclear
fusion research [52]. The flowing substances are not necessarily liquid or gas,
but can be exotic and exist somewhere in between; they can be turbid. Me-
dia can be corrosive, radioactive, conductive, biologic or saline. They can be
accompanied by destructive transport phenomena such as water hammer or
cavitation. Extremes of application necessitate the a variety of measurement
techniques and sensor designs.
168 years after the inception of the aneroid, diaphragm-based sensors un-
equivocally dominate the market and the design has become the de facto
pressure measurement technique. The vast majority of commercially available
pressure sensors utilize a diaphragm as the active element for pressure trans-
duction. To adapt to the computer age, needles which originally translated
applied pressure into visible displacement for human measurement have been
replaced by transduction elements such as strain gages to translate applied
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pressure into a proportionally varied electrical signal suitable for electronic
measurement acquisition and logging.
The invention of aneroid gauges was motivated primarily by need for gauge
pressure measurement for research laboratories, and atmospheric pressure
measurement for weather prediction or altitude estimation [49]. Appreci-
ated for its robustness in the measurement of a short list of media types and
narrow pressure range and precision, the scope of applications of the orig-
inal diaphragm-based aneroids feel uncomfortably limited when considered
against the vast range of demanding applications that exist today.
Electronic pressure measurement relies on a transduction mechanism to
perform the conversion of an applied pressure into a measurable electrical
signal. Flexible diaphragms and Bourdon tubes are the de facto choice in
applications and in production. Diaphragm-based pressure transducers have
a flexible membrane that is stretched over an opening. In the presence of a
pressure imbalance, the membrane deflects toward the side with lower pres-
sure and either the transverse deflection or planar strain in the membrane are
captured and considered proportional to the applied pressure. Bourdon tubes
are coiled, hollow devices which will uncoil when pressurized. The displace-
ment at the end of the tube will connect to a gauge needle, potentiometer,
linear displacement transducer (such as an LVDT), or other mechanism to
otherwise convert displacement to electrical signal.
1.2 Pressure Vessel Pressure Transducer
This work introduces the Pressure Vessel Pressure Transducer (PVPT), a new
design for an aneroid pressure sensor. Instead of the traditional diaphragm
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of most piezoresistive MEMS pressure devices, it uses a homogeneous vessel
as the active transduction element. And unlike other attempts at the vessel-
based design (Section 2.2), this version has a strict crossed bridge formation
(Figure 1.2). The requirements on the shape of the vessel are only that it
be cylindrical in shape with constant wall thickness and open at only one
end. Such a shape is simple enough that prototypes satisfying the shape
requirements could be built using off-the-shelf pipe sections and plumbing
components. Further, if the vessel can be constructed using off-the-shelf pipe
sections, then a vast landscape of media compatibility opens up by simply se-
lecting copper, aluminum, PVC, or any other pipe that best suits the intended
application.
The model consists of constant parameters of design pertaining to vessel
geometry (diameter and wall thickness), the material properties of the vessel
walls (the modulus of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio), and characteristics of
the strain gages and bridge circuit (nominal gage resistance, gauge factor,
and excitation voltage).
The diameter and thickness of the vessel are all that is needed to satisfy
the geometry of the model, and the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio are the
only variables needed to describe the material. The transduction to voltage
is done by use of a Wheatstone bridge with piezoresistive strain gages; the
additional properties needed by the model are gauge factor, nominal gauge
resistance, and excitation voltage. The only other variables of the model
are pressure and output voltage, which comprise the stimulus and response
transduction couple.
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When the interior of the vessel is positively pressurized relative to the
exterior, the entire vessel deforms by increasing in both length and circum-
ference.
Four strain gages in a full Wheatstone bridge configuration perform the
transduction of wall deformation into voltage response which is measurable
by software-aided data acquisition systems and thereby made available for
logging and real-time monitoring. A theoretical model has been developed to
fully describe the behavior of a vessel based on this design when it is subjected
to internal pressure.
The proposed sensor design uses four strain gages attached to the exterior
surface of the vessel so that they are deformed when the interior is subjected
to sufficiently high process pressure. The four gages are connected together
in a Wheatstone bridge. An excitation voltage and ground are applied to
opposite sides of the bridge, and the adjacent legs of the bridge produce a
ratiometrically-scaled voltage that changes as the resistances in the gages
change.
1.3 Problem Statement/Research Problem
Evidence of validity is missing from all works describing similar designs that
claim to sense pressure. This research will be the first to contribute a de-
tailed theoretical model, documented physical construction, and the results
of testing the system for validity.
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1.4 Purpose and Significance of Study
A 1993 assessment [44] of pressure measurement technologies acknowledged
the necessity for pressure sensing mechanisms facilitating higher accuracy and
reliability for advanced power plant control systems. In particular, the re-
silience of extant technologies is identified as a desirable area of improvement
as the then (and still to this day) common solution of utilizing oil as a buffer
between the sensing element and the process fluids invites “insidious” failures
that are difficult to identify and rarely obvious, yet they can significantly
alter the operability of the sensor. Self-calibration features are of particular
interest, as frequent maintenance and testing, which is a significant contrib-
utor to operations and maintenance costs, are necessary to ensure normal
operation. The assessment emphasized the need in industry for the research
and development of a diverse landscape of pressure sensing technologies as
the needs of industry are often very specific and varied. This interpretation
is evidenced by the broad set of forty conventional and innovational pressure
sensors ultimately pooled and compared [44].
Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) devices are susceptible to ad-
verse effects from environmental conditions due to packaging compatibility,
in addition to sensing element compatibility. In conventional sensors, the
housing is a separately fabricated component that generally serves the sole
purpose of protection of the delicate sensing elements from the environment.
MEMS packaging is purposefully designed for the additional burden of com-
patibility with batch fabrication techniques and must serve to both protect
from as well as provide an interface with the outside world [38].
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While the main focus of this work is on the research problem and its
assessment, this work will also be contributing various articles of knowledge
pertaining to the proposed model and design which may serve as an initial
basis of interest and encouragement for future research.
1.5 Research Design
The sensor is comprised of two critical parts that work in tandem to facilitate
the conversion of physical phenomena to usable information. The physical
design is responsible for the appropriate transduction of the stimulus of inter-
est (pressure) to measurable response (voltage) while unresponsive to other
stimuli; a rendering of the general physical model is depicted in Figure 1.2.
The theoretical model is responsible for incorporating all involved parameters
and signals with sufficient completeness and correctly relating them to pro-
duce (in this case) the inverse transformation of revealing the hidden stimulus
(pressure) based on observable response (voltage) (see Figure 1.1).
The conceptual framework of this project extends from solid mechanics to
electrical signal measurement and statistical error analysis. The theoretical
framework for the sensing mechanism stems from Lamé’s equations which
relate internal and external pressure on the vessel surface with the principle
deformations that result. For transduction of the mechanical deformation to
measurable electrical response signal, a Wheatstone bridge circuit is used with
excitation from stable DC power supply.
The validity of the physical device is tested by measuring its repeatability.
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other stu↵
<latexit sha1_base64="DfG/RDaOF5lXZIBOxxFAz8GvHJ8=">AAACGnicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUstBoNgFXZFULugjWUEYwJJCLOTu8mQmd1l5q4kLGn8D3tb/QUrsbXxD/wMJ8kWmnjgwuGceznc48dSGHTdLye3tLyyupZfL2xsbm3vFHf37k2UaA41HslIN3xmQIoQaihQQiPWwJQvoe4Prid+/QG0EVF4h6MY2or1QhEIztBKneJhC2GIWqUto5iUaYR90NRgEgTjcadYcsvuFHSReBkpkQzVTvG71Y14oiBELpkxTc+NsZ0yjYJLGBdaiYGY8QHrQdPSkCkw7XT6xZgeW6VLg0jbCZFO1d8XKVPGjJRvNxXDvpn3JuK/Xk+zuC/4cC4fg4t2KsI4QQj5LD5IJMWIToqiXaGBoxxZwrgW9gPK+0wzjrbOgq3Gmy9ikdROy5dl7/asVLnKOsqTA3JETohHzkmF3JAqqRFOHskzeSGvzpPz5rw7H7PVnJPd7JM/cD5/ABvJorc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DfG/RDaOF5lXZIBOxxFAz8GvHJ8=">AAACGnicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUstBoNgFXZFULugjWUEYwJJCLOTu8mQmd1l5q4kLGn8D3tb/QUrsbXxD/wMJ8kWmnjgwuGceznc48dSGHTdLye3tLyyupZfL2xsbm3vFHf37k2UaA41HslIN3xmQIoQaihQQiPWwJQvoe4Prid+/QG0EVF4h6MY2or1QhEIztBKneJhC2GIWqUto5iUaYR90NRgEgTjcadYcsvuFHSReBkpkQzVTvG71Y14oiBELpkxTc+NsZ0yjYJLGBdaiYGY8QHrQdPSkCkw7XT6xZgeW6VLg0jbCZFO1d8XKVPGjJRvNxXDvpn3JuK/Xk+zuC/4cC4fg4t2KsI4QQj5LD5IJMWIToqiXaGBoxxZwrgW9gPK+0wzjrbOgq3Gmy9ikdROy5dl7/asVLnKOsqTA3JETohHzkmF3JAqqRFOHskzeSGvzpPz5rw7H7PVnJPd7JM/cD5/ABvJorc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DfG/RDaOF5lXZIBOxxFAz8GvHJ8=">AAACGnicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUstBoNgFXZFULugjWUEYwJJCLOTu8mQmd1l5q4kLGn8D3tb/QUrsbXxD/wMJ8kWmnjgwuGceznc48dSGHTdLye3tLyyupZfL2xsbm3vFHf37k2UaA41HslIN3xmQIoQaihQQiPWwJQvoe4Prid+/QG0EVF4h6MY2or1QhEIztBKneJhC2GIWqUto5iUaYR90NRgEgTjcadYcsvuFHSReBkpkQzVTvG71Y14oiBELpkxTc+NsZ0yjYJLGBdaiYGY8QHrQdPSkCkw7XT6xZgeW6VLg0jbCZFO1d8XKVPGjJRvNxXDvpn3JuK/Xk+zuC/4cC4fg4t2KsI4QQj5LD5IJMWIToqiXaGBoxxZwrgW9gPK+0wzjrbOgq3Gmy9ikdROy5dl7/asVLnKOsqTA3JETohHzkmF3JAqqRFOHskzeSGvzpPz5rw7H7PVnJPd7JM/cD5/ABvJorc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DfG/RDaOF5lXZIBOxxFAz8GvHJ8=">AAACGnicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUstBoNgFXZFULugjWUEYwJJCLOTu8mQmd1l5q4kLGn8D3tb/QUrsbXxD/wMJ8kWmnjgwuGceznc48dSGHTdLye3tLyyupZfL2xsbm3vFHf37k2UaA41HslIN3xmQIoQaihQQiPWwJQvoe4Prid+/QG0EVF4h6MY2or1QhEIztBKneJhC2GIWqUto5iUaYR90NRgEgTjcadYcsvuFHSReBkpkQzVTvG71Y14oiBELpkxTc+NsZ0yjYJLGBdaiYGY8QHrQdPSkCkw7XT6xZgeW6VLg0jbCZFO1d8XKVPGjJRvNxXDvpn3JuK/Xk+zuC/4cC4fg4t2KsI4QQj5LD5IJMWIToqiXaGBoxxZwrgW9gPK+0wzjrbOgq3Gmy9ikdROy5dl7/asVLnKOsqTA3JETohHzkmF3JAqqRFOHskzeSGvzpPz5rw7H7PVnJPd7JM/cD5/ABvJorc=</latexit>
V (P )
<latexit sha1_base64="6PhbLWo44EHr/4T6GE7onXswmlw=">AAACAHicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoignorevFYwbSFNpTNdtMs3WzC7kYsoSfvXvUveBKv/hP/gT/DTZuDtj4YeLw3w8w8P+FMadv+skorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf+greJUEuqSmMey62NFORPU1Uxz2k0kxZHPaccf3+R+54FKxWJxrycJ9SI8EixgBOtcatdbp4NqzW7YM6Bl4hSkBgVag+p3fxiTNKJCE46V6jl2or0MS80Ip9NKP1U0wWSMR7RnqMARVV42u3WKTowyREEsTQmNZurviQxHSk0i33RGWIdq0cvFf72RxEnIyOPCfh1cehkTSaqpIPP1QcqRjlEeBxoySYnmE0Mwkcx8gEiIJSbahFYx0TiLQSwT96xx1XDuzmvN6yKjMhzBMdTBgQtowi20wAUCITzDC7xaT9ab9W59zFtLVjFzCH9gff4AM5SWvg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6PhbLWo44EHr/4T6GE7onXswmlw=">AAACAHicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoignorevFYwbSFNpTNdtMs3WzC7kYsoSfvXvUveBKv/hP/gT/DTZuDtj4YeLw3w8w8P+FMadv+skorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf+greJUEuqSmMey62NFORPU1Uxz2k0kxZHPaccf3+R+54FKxWJxrycJ9SI8EixgBOtcatdbp4NqzW7YM6Bl4hSkBgVag+p3fxiTNKJCE46V6jl2or0MS80Ip9NKP1U0wWSMR7RnqMARVV42u3WKTowyREEsTQmNZurviQxHSk0i33RGWIdq0cvFf72RxEnIyOPCfh1cehkTSaqpIPP1QcqRjlEeBxoySYnmE0Mwkcx8gEiIJSbahFYx0TiLQSwT96xx1XDuzmvN6yKjMhzBMdTBgQtowi20wAUCITzDC7xaT9ab9W59zFtLVjFzCH9gff4AM5SWvg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6PhbLWo44EHr/4T6GE7onXswmlw=">AAACAHicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoignorevFYwbSFNpTNdtMs3WzC7kYsoSfvXvUveBKv/hP/gT/DTZuDtj4YeLw3w8w8P+FMadv+skorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf+greJUEuqSmMey62NFORPU1Uxz2k0kxZHPaccf3+R+54FKxWJxrycJ9SI8EixgBOtcatdbp4NqzW7YM6Bl4hSkBgVag+p3fxiTNKJCE46V6jl2or0MS80Ip9NKP1U0wWSMR7RnqMARVV42u3WKTowyREEsTQmNZurviQxHSk0i33RGWIdq0cvFf72RxEnIyOPCfh1cehkTSaqpIPP1QcqRjlEeBxoySYnmE0Mwkcx8gEiIJSbahFYx0TiLQSwT96xx1XDuzmvN6yKjMhzBMdTBgQtowi20wAUCITzDC7xaT9ab9W59zFtLVjFzCH9gff4AM5SWvg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6PhbLWo44EHr/4T6GE7onXswmlw=">AAACAHicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoignorevFYwbSFNpTNdtMs3WzC7kYsoSfvXvUveBKv/hP/gT/DTZuDtj4YeLw3w8w8P+FMadv+skorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf+greJUEuqSmMey62NFORPU1Uxz2k0kxZHPaccf3+R+54FKxWJxrycJ9SI8EixgBOtcatdbp4NqzW7YM6Bl4hSkBgVag+p3fxiTNKJCE46V6jl2or0MS80Ip9NKP1U0wWSMR7RnqMARVV42u3WKTowyREEsTQmNZurviQxHSk0i33RGWIdq0cvFf72RxEnIyOPCfh1cehkTSaqpIPP1QcqRjlEeBxoySYnmE0Mwkcx8gEiIJSbahFYx0TiLQSwT96xx1XDuzmvN6yKjMhzBMdTBgQtowi20wAUCITzDC7xaT9ab9W59zFtLVjFzCH9gff4AM5SWvg==</latexit>
(a)
(b)
P (V ) ⇡ P





V (P, other stu↵)
<latexit sha1_base64="+IlHORDkbiIy3BE6s+9g8xAdpeI=">AAACH3icbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLaBAiSNgVQb0FvXiMYB6QhDA76U2GzOwuM72SsOTsf3j3qr/gSbzmD/wMJ4+DRgsaiqpuii4/lsKg646dpeWV1bX1zEZ2c2t7Zze3t181UaI5VHgkI133mQEpQqigQAn1WANTvoSa37+d+LVH0EZE4QMOY2gp1g1FIDhDK7VzR9VC+ayJMECt0qZRTMo0wh5oajAJgtHotJ3Lu0V3CvqXeHOSJ3OU27mvZifiiYIQuWTGNDw3xlbKNAouYZRtJgZixvusCw1LQ6bAtNLpKyN6YpUODSJtJ0Q6VX9epEwZM1S+3VQMe2bRm4j/el3N4p7gg4V8DK5aqQjjBCHks/ggkRQjOmmLdoQGjnJoCeNa2A8o7zHNONpOs7Yab7GIv6RyXrwuevcX+dLNvKMMOSTHpEA8cklK5I6USYVw8kReyCt5c56dd+fD+ZytLjnzmwPyC874G9EvpAw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+IlHORDkbiIy3BE6s+9g8xAdpeI=">AAACH3icbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLaBAiSNgVQb0FvXiMYB6QhDA76U2GzOwuM72SsOTsf3j3qr/gSbzmD/wMJ4+DRgsaiqpuii4/lsKg646dpeWV1bX1zEZ2c2t7Zze3t181UaI5VHgkI133mQEpQqigQAn1WANTvoSa37+d+LVH0EZE4QMOY2gp1g1FIDhDK7VzR9VC+ayJMECt0qZRTMo0wh5oajAJgtHotJ3Lu0V3CvqXeHOSJ3OU27mvZifiiYIQuWTGNDw3xlbKNAouYZRtJgZixvusCw1LQ6bAtNLpKyN6YpUODSJtJ0Q6VX9epEwZM1S+3VQMe2bRm4j/el3N4p7gg4V8DK5aqQjjBCHks/ggkRQjOmmLdoQGjnJoCeNa2A8o7zHNONpOs7Yab7GIv6RyXrwuevcX+dLNvKMMOSTHpEA8cklK5I6USYVw8kReyCt5c56dd+fD+ZytLjnzmwPyC874G9EvpAw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+IlHORDkbiIy3BE6s+9g8xAdpeI=">AAACH3icbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLaBAiSNgVQb0FvXiMYB6QhDA76U2GzOwuM72SsOTsf3j3qr/gSbzmD/wMJ4+DRgsaiqpuii4/lsKg646dpeWV1bX1zEZ2c2t7Zze3t181UaI5VHgkI133mQEpQqigQAn1WANTvoSa37+d+LVH0EZE4QMOY2gp1g1FIDhDK7VzR9VC+ayJMECt0qZRTMo0wh5oajAJgtHotJ3Lu0V3CvqXeHOSJ3OU27mvZifiiYIQuWTGNDw3xlbKNAouYZRtJgZixvusCw1LQ6bAtNLpKyN6YpUODSJtJ0Q6VX9epEwZM1S+3VQMe2bRm4j/el3N4p7gg4V8DK5aqQjjBCHks/ggkRQjOmmLdoQGjnJoCeNa2A8o7zHNONpOs7Yab7GIv6RyXrwuevcX+dLNvKMMOSTHpEA8cklK5I6USYVw8kReyCt5c56dd+fD+ZytLjnzmwPyC874G9EvpAw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+IlHORDkbiIy3BE6s+9g8xAdpeI=">AAACH3icbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLaBAiSNgVQb0FvXiMYB6QhDA76U2GzOwuM72SsOTsf3j3qr/gSbzmD/wMJ4+DRgsaiqpuii4/lsKg646dpeWV1bX1zEZ2c2t7Zze3t181UaI5VHgkI133mQEpQqigQAn1WANTvoSa37+d+LVH0EZE4QMOY2gp1g1FIDhDK7VzR9VC+ayJMECt0qZRTMo0wh5oajAJgtHotJ3Lu0V3CvqXeHOSJ3OU27mvZifiiYIQuWTGNDw3xlbKNAouYZRtJgZixvusCw1LQ6bAtNLpKyN6YpUODSJtJ0Q6VX9epEwZM1S+3VQMe2bRm4j/el3N4p7gg4V8DK5aqQjjBCHks/ggkRQjOmmLdoQGjnJoCeNa2A8o7zHNONpOs7Yab7GIv6RyXrwuevcX+dLNvKMMOSTHpEA8cklK5I6USYVw8kReyCt5c56dd+fD+ZytLjnzmwPyC874G9EvpAw=</latexit>
P (V ) 6= P
<latexit sha1_base64="ChFX3N2Qe9s577GNcXKOJYKh25c=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAh1UxIR1F3RjcsIpi00oUymN+3QySTOTMQS+gXu3eovuBK3/oV/4Gc4bbPQ1gMXDufcy733hClnStv2l7W0vLK6tl7aKG9ube/sVvb2myrJJAWPJjyR7ZAo4EyAp5nm0E4lkDjk0AqH1xO/9QBSsUTc6VEKQUz6gkWMEm0k3601T7Av4B67uFup2nV7CrxInIJUUQG3W/n2ewnNYhCacqJUx7FTHeREakY5jMt+piAldEj60DFUkBhUkE9vHuNjo/RwlEhTQuOp+nsiJ7FSozg0nTHRAzXvTcR/vb4k6YDRx7n9OroIcibSTIOgs/VRxrFO8CQW3GMSqOYjQwiVzHyA6YBIQrUJr2yiceaDWCTeaf2y7tyeVRtXRUYldIiOUA056Bw10A1ykYcoStEzekGv1pP1Zr1bH7PWJauYOUB/YH3+AB4wmV4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ChFX3N2Qe9s577GNcXKOJYKh25c=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAh1UxIR1F3RjcsIpi00oUymN+3QySTOTMQS+gXu3eovuBK3/oV/4Gc4bbPQ1gMXDufcy733hClnStv2l7W0vLK6tl7aKG9ube/sVvb2myrJJAWPJjyR7ZAo4EyAp5nm0E4lkDjk0AqH1xO/9QBSsUTc6VEKQUz6gkWMEm0k3601T7Av4B67uFup2nV7CrxInIJUUQG3W/n2ewnNYhCacqJUx7FTHeREakY5jMt+piAldEj60DFUkBhUkE9vHuNjo/RwlEhTQuOp+nsiJ7FSozg0nTHRAzXvTcR/vb4k6YDRx7n9OroIcibSTIOgs/VRxrFO8CQW3GMSqOYjQwiVzHyA6YBIQrUJr2yiceaDWCTeaf2y7tyeVRtXRUYldIiOUA056Bw10A1ykYcoStEzekGv1pP1Zr1bH7PWJauYOUB/YH3+AB4wmV4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ChFX3N2Qe9s577GNcXKOJYKh25c=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAh1UxIR1F3RjcsIpi00oUymN+3QySTOTMQS+gXu3eovuBK3/oV/4Gc4bbPQ1gMXDufcy733hClnStv2l7W0vLK6tl7aKG9ube/sVvb2myrJJAWPJjyR7ZAo4EyAp5nm0E4lkDjk0AqH1xO/9QBSsUTc6VEKQUz6gkWMEm0k3601T7Av4B67uFup2nV7CrxInIJUUQG3W/n2ewnNYhCacqJUx7FTHeREakY5jMt+piAldEj60DFUkBhUkE9vHuNjo/RwlEhTQuOp+nsiJ7FSozg0nTHRAzXvTcR/vb4k6YDRx7n9OroIcibSTIOgs/VRxrFO8CQW3GMSqOYjQwiVzHyA6YBIQrUJr2yiceaDWCTeaf2y7tyeVRtXRUYldIiOUA056Bw10A1ykYcoStEzekGv1pP1Zr1bH7PWJauYOUB/YH3+AB4wmV4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ChFX3N2Qe9s577GNcXKOJYKh25c=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAh1UxIR1F3RjcsIpi00oUymN+3QySTOTMQS+gXu3eovuBK3/oV/4Gc4bbPQ1gMXDufcy733hClnStv2l7W0vLK6tl7aKG9ube/sVvb2myrJJAWPJjyR7ZAo4EyAp5nm0E4lkDjk0AqH1xO/9QBSsUTc6VEKQUz6gkWMEm0k3601T7Av4B67uFup2nV7CrxInIJUUQG3W/n2ewnNYhCacqJUx7FTHeREakY5jMt+piAldEj60DFUkBhUkE9vHuNjo/RwlEhTQuOp+nsiJ7FSozg0nTHRAzXvTcR/vb4k6YDRx7n9OroIcibSTIOgs/VRxrFO8CQW3GMSqOYjQwiVzHyA6YBIQrUJr2yiceaDWCTeaf2y7tyeVRtXRUYldIiOUA056Bw10A1ykYcoStEzekGv1pP1Zr1bH7PWJauYOUB/YH3+AB4wmV4=</latexit>
P
<latexit sha1_base64="Prg1X1JWoY6J387OtH95JCj0FNg=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQiqLuiG5ctGFtog0ymN+3QySTMTMQSCu7d6i+4Erd+i3/gZzhts9DqgYHDOedy75wwFVwb1/10SkvLK6tr5fXKxubW9k51d+9WJ5li6LNEJKoTUo2CS/QNNwI7qUIahwLb4ehq6rfvUWmeyBszTjGI6UDyiDNqrNRq3lVrbt2dgfwlXkFqUMDmv3r9hGUxSsME1brruakJcqoMZwInlV6mMaVsRAfYtVTSGHWQzw6dkCOr9EmUKPukITP150ROY63HcWiTMTVDvehNxX+9gaLpkLOHhf0mOg9yLtPMoGTz9VEmiEnItAvS5wqZEWNLKFPc/oCwIVWUGdtYxVbjLRbxl/gn9Yu61zqtNS6LjspwAIdwDB6cQQOuoQk+MEB4gmd4cR6dV+fNeZ9HS04xsw+/4Hx8A7gUlfk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Prg1X1JWoY6J387OtH95JCj0FNg=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQiqLuiG5ctGFtog0ymN+3QySTMTMQSCu7d6i+4Erd+i3/gZzhts9DqgYHDOedy75wwFVwb1/10SkvLK6tr5fXKxubW9k51d+9WJ5li6LNEJKoTUo2CS/QNNwI7qUIahwLb4ehq6rfvUWmeyBszTjGI6UDyiDNqrNRq3lVrbt2dgfwlXkFqUMDmv3r9hGUxSsME1brruakJcqoMZwInlV6mMaVsRAfYtVTSGHWQzw6dkCOr9EmUKPukITP150ROY63HcWiTMTVDvehNxX+9gaLpkLOHhf0mOg9yLtPMoGTz9VEmiEnItAvS5wqZEWNLKFPc/oCwIVWUGdtYxVbjLRbxl/gn9Yu61zqtNS6LjspwAIdwDB6cQQOuoQk+MEB4gmd4cR6dV+fNeZ9HS04xsw+/4Hx8A7gUlfk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Prg1X1JWoY6J387OtH95JCj0FNg=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQiqLuiG5ctGFtog0ymN+3QySTMTMQSCu7d6i+4Erd+i3/gZzhts9DqgYHDOedy75wwFVwb1/10SkvLK6tr5fXKxubW9k51d+9WJ5li6LNEJKoTUo2CS/QNNwI7qUIahwLb4ehq6rfvUWmeyBszTjGI6UDyiDNqrNRq3lVrbt2dgfwlXkFqUMDmv3r9hGUxSsME1brruakJcqoMZwInlV6mMaVsRAfYtVTSGHWQzw6dkCOr9EmUKPukITP150ROY63HcWiTMTVDvehNxX+9gaLpkLOHhf0mOg9yLtPMoGTz9VEmiEnItAvS5wqZEWNLKFPc/oCwIVWUGdtYxVbjLRbxl/gn9Yu61zqtNS6LjspwAIdwDB6cQQOuoQk+MEB4gmd4cR6dV+fNeZ9HS04xsw+/4Hx8A7gUlfk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Prg1X1JWoY6J387OtH95JCj0FNg=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQiqLuiG5ctGFtog0ymN+3QySTMTMQSCu7d6i+4Erd+i3/gZzhts9DqgYHDOedy75wwFVwb1/10SkvLK6tr5fXKxubW9k51d+9WJ5li6LNEJKoTUo2CS/QNNwI7qUIahwLb4ehq6rfvUWmeyBszTjGI6UDyiDNqrNRq3lVrbt2dgfwlXkFqUMDmv3r9hGUxSsME1brruakJcqoMZwInlV6mMaVsRAfYtVTSGHWQzw6dkCOr9EmUKPukITP150ROY63HcWiTMTVDvehNxX+9gaLpkLOHhf0mOg9yLtPMoGTz9VEmiEnItAvS5wqZEWNLKFPc/oCwIVWUGdtYxVbjLRbxl/gn9Yu61zqtNS6LjspwAIdwDB6cQQOuoQk+MEB4gmd4cR6dV+fNeZ9HS04xsw+/4Hx8A7gUlfk=</latexit>
other stu↵
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Figure 1.1: (a) The physical design responds with exclusivity to the actual
pressure; the value produced by the theoretical model is close to the actual
pressure. (b) The physical design responds to the actual pressure but also
responds to the other stuff; the value produced by the theoretical model using
the dirty signal is unable to match the actual pressure.
for analyzing and establishing repeatability [47]. The following conditions are
maintained:
• Experimental tools are consistent and not replaced throughout the study
• Observations are made by the same observer
• The instrument(s) used for measurement are not replaced and they are used
under the same conditions for each measurement
• The tests are conducted at the same location
• The repeated measurements are taken over a short duration
• The objectives remain unchanged throughout
The validity of the theoretical model is tested by measuring its ability to
produce a predictable result that is within calculable error bounds.
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Figure 1.2: 3D Model of the PVPT constructed using PVC.
1.6 Research Questions and Hypotheses
The ability of the model to repeatedly and predictably describe the hidden
stimulus based on the transformation of the apparent response has not been
established; it is not known to what extent the model is complete or accurate.
The objective of the research in this dissertation is to validate the theoret-
ical model as a thorough representation of the real-world system it describes.
The model will ultimately be tested by forming the design basis of a physical
prototype and that will test it for its ability to exhibit the intended response
to pressure with sufficient exclusivity to be a viable sensing mechanism.
If the model adequately describes the transduction of voltage to pressure,
the calculated pressure will track the actual pressure. If the model appro-
priately combines the variables and parameters, then changes in the actual
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pressure will be matched by changes in the calculated pressure. In this case,
we would consider the model correct in the combination of the variables form-
ing the calculated equations.
The validity of the proposed PVPT is contingent on its ability to produce
a repeatable voltage response to the presence of internal pressure, and the
ability of the theoretical model of the PVPT system to quantifiably predict the
internal pressure given measurements of the voltage response. Accordingly,
two experiments are designed to test the validity of the system: the first
experiment tests validity of the physical transduction mechanism by testing
its repeatability, and the second experiment tests the validity of the theoretical
model by testing its prediction accuracy.
1.6.1 Research Question #1
Does the physical design of the PVPT produce a repeatable voltage response
to the presence of internal pressure? What is the consistency in the physical
PVPT’s responses to successive measurements of the same stimuli?
Null Hypothesis
The null hypothesis is that the physical PVPT devices will respond erratically
regardless of the applied pressure with no significant consistency that would
enable its use as a reliable transduction mechanism. The physical device
will produce a response with no discernible consistent influence by external
pressure. A least squares regression of the stimulating pressure and the signal
response will have a slope of zero.
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Alternative Hypothesis
The researched hypothesis is that the physical PVPT devices respond con-
sistently and predictably to the applied pressure. The physical device will
noticeably and consistently respond in relation to the external pressure. A
least squares regression of the stimulating pressure and signal response will
be non-zero.
1.6.2 Research Question #2
Does the theoretical model reliably predict the internal pressure based on mea-
surements of the observable voltage response? This question will be addressed
by applying the transformation to collected measurements and comparing the
calculated pressure to the actual pressure measured by the standard. Uncer-
tainty analysis will be performed using the model, which will provide quan-
tifiable limits to error between the calculated and actual pressures based on
expected uncertainties in the model parameters.
1.7 Assumptions and Limitations
A number of assumptions are made throughout this project, and there are
some limitations that are acknowledged. Both are discussed in the following
subsections.
1.7.1 Methodological Assumptions
The conclusions drawn by this work are based on observations made of the
prototype sensors’ responses to pressure and of the standard pressure sensors,
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and the observations are assumed clean and without contamination by latent
stimuli.
Thermal effects are reduced in the PVPT circuit with the full-bridge
Wheatstone bridge design. With each arm of the bridge consisting of a strain
gage attached to the surface of the vessel, the effect of temperature on the out-
put signal is reduced by equivalent temperature effects across the bridge. The
persistent thermal effects were identified at early stages of the construction of
the test equipment, and the applied remediation was tested and established
in Section 4.1.2 to justify the subsequent assumption made throughout the
research and analyses that thermal effects are negligible.
1.7.2 Assumptions of Theoretical Framework
The derivation of the theoretical model is, in part, rooted from Lamé’s equa-
tions, which carries with it fundamental assumptions about the nature of the
cylindrical body being deformed by the application of a distributed load [23]:
• Cylinder wall material is homogeneous and isotropic
• Planar sections perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder
wall remain planar under deformation
These stipulations are integrated into the physical prototypes that are the
focus of experimentation that must be observed in their design and construc-
tion. The first assumption is addressed by the decision to use polycarbonate,
PVC, brass, and copper wall materials, which can all be assumed homo-
geneous and isotropic [35, 54, 46]. The second assumption is addressed in
the geometry of the cylinder walls. The walls having rotational symmetry
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about the longitudinal axis avoids stress concentrations that would likewise
bias strain about the body so long as the material is also isotropic (which is
enforced with the first assumption).
Hysteresis, if it exists, will be observable in the collected data. During the
first experiment, voltage is logged while pressure is increased from 0 psi in
increments of 20 psi to a maximum of 80 psi, followed by decrementing by 20
psi until the pressure returns to 0 psi. The repeated pressure measurements
in increasing and decreasing fashion will expose any hysteresis. However,
although the possibility of the presence of hysteresis is accepted, hysteresis is
not in the theoretical model, and if the effect is significantly high then it can
invalidate any readings until the signal settles.
1.7.3 Assumptions of Measures
Physical measurements of electrical properties and geometry are treated as
uncertain and the uncertainty is formally addressed. Material properties,
the modulus of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio are acquired through published
tables and the uncertainty is based on conservative estimates, but is assessed
with the physical and electrical property uncertainty analysis (see Sec 3.2).
The voltage signal read and converted by the ADS1118 analog to digital
converter is assumed to be without error. The chip is configured by software
to the highest sample rate at the particular reference voltage that is listed in
the data sheet [6] to still have 16 effective number of bits.
The temperature measurement from the resistant temperature detector
(RTD) signal amplified by the MAX31865 is assumed to be without error.
An overall temperature accuracy of 0.5o C is listed in [4].
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1.7.4 Design Flaw Limitations
There are numerous elements of the prototype that contribute to error. In
Chapter 3 these elements are consolidated into a series of δ terms which
contain the maximum error for the particular term. The δunk term represents
the error contributed by all unknown δ terms. This term can have an infinite
number of contributing sources, and its value is unknowable. However, the
magnitude of this term is expected to be so small that it will be concealed in
the difference between the sum of the actual values of the quantifiable error
terms and the maximum acceptable error boundary. Furthermore, although
this term is not necessarily constant, its fluctuation is expected to be too
small to effect experimental outcomes.
1.8 Expected Outcomes
This study will reveal the adequacy of the system to form the design basis of
future pressure sensing devices.
The repeatability of the response to repeated applications of equal stimuli
is shown, thereby establishing the validity of the electromechanical device to
serve as a sensing mechanism.
The transformed response measurements produce pressure values with pre-
dictability and accuracy, remaining within the error boundaries derived from
the same model when compared with the actual pressure. This demonstra-
tion implies the model is comprised of a sufficiently complete set of physical
parameters and measurements (the model is complete), and that those de-
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scriptors relate to interact in a manner consistent with physical reality (the
model is correct).
1.9 Dissertation Outline
This dissertation comprises six chapters. Chapter 2 reviews literature from
which the methodological approach is derived. The review also explores
PVPT presence in industry with a patent search and assessment of the in-
ventions that are closest matches. Chapter 3 presents the theoretical model
and steps through its derivation and uncertainty analysis. The prototype
PVPT design is discussed and the PVPT test bench is introduced. Chapter
4 introduces the research design and formally addresses the parameters of
the investigation, the results of which are presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6
discusses the research results and explores the possibilities in light of the new




The following literature review is organized into six sections.
The Theoretical Orientation for Study (Section 2.1) reviews work support-
ing the establishment of the theoretical framework in developing the PVPT
model. Primarily, that surrounding the analysis of industrial pressure vessel
mechanics; specifically, this section provides some details of the landscape of
the pressure vessel design as a segue into its relevancy to this work.
Review of Research on Topic (Section 2.2) focuses on the extant body of
research most similar to the design and model proposed in the PVPT.
Critique of Previous Research (Section 2.3) probes the embodiments pre-
sented in the Review of Research on Topic for flaws in application of estab-
lished theory and differences from the PVPT design and model being proposed
with the PVPT.
Review of Methodological Literature (Section 2.4) reviews literature on
the testing and analysis of sensors and the theoretical models describing their
behavior.
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Synthesis of Research Findings (Section 2.5) pulls together the theoretical
framework, extant topical literature, and methodological literature to form
the coherent basis of this work.
2.1 Theoretical Orientation for Study
The approach to sensing pressure developed in this dissertation was preceded
with the hypothesis that the deformation in a cylindrical body bounding a
pressurized volume could be reliably modeled and predicted. This notion is
supported in abundance by established research in pressure vessel design.
By the most general definition, a pressure vessel is a device that main-
tains a volume at a significantly higher or lower pressure than its surround-
ings. Pressure vessels are commonplace in the modern world. Compressed
gas tanks, aerosol cans, pressure cookers, and even submarines and airplane
cabins can be considered pressure vessels as they are all designed to maintain
a pressure significantly different from the pressure of the surrounding envi-
ronment. The contained media is often corrosive, flammable, combustible or
at extreme high or low temperature in addition to being highly pressurized.
If the vessel is poorly designed, poorly fabricated, or the material is of poor
choice or quality, the vessel can quickly go from beneficial tool of industry
to extremely hazardous liability that puts the lives of any nearby workers at
risk; they are inherently dangerous, and when they fail due to mistakes in
design or construction the cost in injury and damage has been enormous. It
was because of the repeated fulfillment of worst-case scenarios that prompted
the formation of a Boiler Code Committee in 1911, and in 1915 the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) published the first edition of the
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Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (BPVC), a 114 page book created to address
the preventable danger of catastrophic failures due to mistakes in design or
mistakes in the construction of pressure vessels by establishing guidelines to
standardize the process based on proven methodologies. It has expanded to
address nearly every conceivable facet of design, application, and scenario;
the 2015 ASME BPVC is divided into 12 sections spanning 17,000 pages con-
tained in 31 books [8, 16].
Due to the exceptional level of danger posed to the public if not strictly
held to safe standards, the design of pressure vessels has largely become a
guided selection process in contrast to the creative freedom enjoyed by de-
signers of general goods and equipment. The additional guidelines outline
parameters critical to the safe operation of the proposed vessel, including op-
erating temperature, safety factor, corrosion allowance, operating pressure,
and others. These rules and codes are part of the ASME BPVC Section VIII
which is intended specifically to guide engineers in pressure vessel design [55].
The ASME BPVC Section VIII provides guidelines for acceptable equa-
tions, manufacturing processes, materials, attachments (including ASME stan-
dardized designs), and others facets having influence in the safe operation of
the vessel. Pressure vessel standards establish guidelines for their construction
and operation.
The pressure vessel design roadmap that is ASME Section VIII is subdi-
vided into sections dedicated to specific situations and needs. For the vast
majority of applications, engineers need only choose from ASME Section VIII,
Division 1 or ASME Section VIII, Division 2 [55].
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ASME Section VIII, Division 1 presents a Design-by-Rule approach. The
engineers utilize the approach to size pressure vessels for common media and
constructed of common materials. It is a very streamlined vessel-design-on-
rails experience, though often at excess cost, as designs tend to be very con-
servative in safety factors and other design criterion [9].
ASME Section VIII, Division 2 presents a Design-by-Analysis approach
which demands a more active role on the part of the engineer in defining and
analyzing design criteria in higher detail. The approach permits the design of
vessels for specific applications and environments with greater customizability
and greater detail in stress and loading analyses [56], [10].
The design process is heavily, if not primarily, focused on the operating
temperature and pressure, vessel material, vessel shape, diameter, and wall
thickness. A staple of the design process consists of calculating the minimum
wall thickness based on material properties and operating pressure demands,
calculating maximum operating pressure based on wall thickness and material
properties, and repeat as the design is tweaked. The analytical treatment
calculates the mechanical behavior of the pressure vessel when subjected to
pressurized media. This methodology and these calculations are founded on
Lamé’s equations, which supports their use as the foundation of a closed-form
solution to pressure when all that can be measured is the deformation of vessel
walls.
Much of the calculation effort of the engineer is spent on the geometry
and material selection of the vessel under expected operating conditions. For
example, no vessel is designed without calculating either the minimum wall
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thickness or maximum allowable working pressure depending on which is the
limiting factor [40].
The cornerstone of pressure vessel design and analysis is the set of equa-
tions relating internal and external pressure to stress and strain in the vessel
walls. The “sizing” process begins by deciding a conservative design pressure
and maximum allowable working pressure. Maximum and minimum design
temperatures often naturally follow the pressure limitations. Vessel wall mate-
rial selection with consideration for corrosion allowance is based on the media
and environment, and these design guides directed the vessels constructed for
this research.
2.2 Review of Research on the Topic
Literature exploring designs similar to the PVPT is rare. Although instances
of academic research are sparse, patent space is home to a handful of concepts
spanning from 1943, [39], to as recently as 2008, [28].
The earliest was also one of the more ambitious approaches. In 1943,
Ostergren filed for a patent embodying a set of pipe sections with strain
gages affixed to their sides (Figure 2.1). On each device is a set of four strain
gages, two oriented longitudinally and two oriented circumferentially. The
intended use of the devices is to serve as permanent part of the plumbing of a
hydraulic line, not unlike a smart pipe section wherein that pipe section can
provide a pressure measurement. Each concept has a post-fabrication feature
intended to increase the sensitivity of the response to the signal. The strain
gages are connected in a quarter Wheatstone bridge configuration, where two
arms are fixed resistors, one is trim resistance wire, and the last arm is the
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strain gage. The bridge in this application is somewhat unique in that the
resistance wire arm and the gage arm both have two resistive elements in
series. In his description, Ostergren explains the gage pair connected in series
are to protect against bending stress from seeping into the response signal.
Using gages on opposite sides of the beam, when the beam bends (assuming
it is not bending on the plane that bisects the two gages) one gage increases
in resistance while the other decreases, and the effect will cancel when the
resistances are added. However, the end-result in this application is actually
a neutralization of the signal output as both upper and lower arms of the
gage-laden divider would remain equal in resistance when pressurized 2.2.
Figure 2.1: US Patent 2,420,148 Pressure Indicator [39].
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Figure 2.2: US Patent 2,420,148 Pressure Indicator single-ended manifestation
[39].
Filing in 1946, Guillemin’s “Strain Gauge Manometer”, [22], was a corru-
gated tube around which four identical lengths of gage wire is wrapped and
then connected in a Wheatstone bridge circuit (Figure 2.3). The device is
boasted to be adapted for very rapid pressure changes such as those found in
airplanes whose canopy is ruptured by gunfire and in ordinance testing. He
attributes this capability to successful reduction of moving parts. The two
innermost coils are connected to opposite diagonal arms of the Wheatstone
bridge, which effectively doubles its voltage response to deformation. The two
outermost coils are not bonded to the cylinder, so they act as fixed resistors
in the bridge but they add the benefit of thermal compensation. Assuming
the strain gages are all the same temperature, the lengths of gage wire being
equal in size likewise have the same thermal drift. And because they all drift
equally, the output voltage from the bridge is unaffected.
In 1970, Calhoun filed “Fluid Pressure Measuring Device”, [13], described
a device which had an empty cavity and measured connected 2 strain gages
each in the longitudinal and circumferential directions. The bridge circuit
makes sense and appears effective, having circumferential and longitudinal
gages on opposite sides of the bridge from their pairs 2.4. But the design
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Figure 2.3: US Patent 2,566,326 Strain Gauge Manometer [22].
uses an unnecessarily complicated vessel shape and walls which would make it
difficult to fabricate with precision, even more difficult to repeatedly fabricate
devices at the same dimensions. Those complicated design features including
the sharp interior and exterior angles will host stress concentrations which will
reduce the reliability of any deformation prediction for a theoretical model.
Jumping ahead almost 40 years, in 1983 Dunemann et al. filed a patent
for an “Arrangement for Measuring the Pressure in Cylindrical Cavities” [18].
The device has four gages mounted to the walls, two longitudinally and two
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Figure 2.4: US Patent 3,645,136 Fluid Pressure Measuring Device [13]
circumferentially (Figure 2.5). The bridge circuit is well designed and should
produce a proportional signal output with internal pressure. However, the au-
thor makes the assumption that the vessel, under pressure, will elongate along
the longitudinal axis while constricting circumferentially with a reduction in
diameter and circumference (Figure 2.5 ‘FIG. 1’). In actuality, the vessel will
both elongate longitudinally and dilate circumferentially [42]. The physical
design of the sensor was likely successful insofar as it produced a proportional
voltage response to the application of pressure, but the usefulness of the de-
sign for reproduction and customization would be severely limited without
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an accurate theoretical model and dependency on calibrations to adapt it to
every application or design variant.
Figure 2.5: US Patent 4,420,980 Arrangement for Measuring the Pressure in
Cylindrical Cavities [18].
Kempf’s patent awarded in 1988, “Apparatus for Performing Pressure,
Normal, Force, and Bending Measurements on Pipelines” [25], depicts a cylin-
drical shell with six strain gages; two circumferentially oriented and four lon-
gitudinally (Figure 2.6). The invention is another smart pipe section, this
version however incorporates a series of amplifiers instead of a connecting the
gages into a bridge circuit, and intends to measure external forces through
bending effects as well as pressure effects. This work is unique in that it
intends to measure multiple effects, pressure being one of them. The sys-
tem uses six gages: four longitudinal and two circumferential, all of which
measured separately and with independent amplification circuits.
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Figure 2.6: US Patent 4,738,140 Apparatus for Performing Pressure, Normal
Force and Bending Measurements on Pipelines [25].
In 2008, Lohr et al. filed a patent application for a “High Pressure Sensor”
[28] which describes a pressure sensor with vessel-like space and intended to
elongate and dilate when under pressure 2.7. There is also a correct reference
to the hoop-longitudinal strain ratio in terms of Poisson’s ratio, which is
evidence of proper solid mechanics and crucial for a valid theoretical model.
However, the strain ratio is applicable to a cylindrical vessel, which Lohr’s
sensor is not.
2.3 Critique of Previous Research
Designs in [39, 18, 25, 22] contain two open-ends but measure longitudinal
strain as fundamental basis in their measurement technique. Such a design
ignores the support added by the plumbing that is attached to the open
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Figure 2.7: US Patent Application 2008/028932 A1 High Pressure Sensor [28].
ends. Consequentially, the longitudinal strain under pressure will vary with
each application depending on the particulars of the installation. The PVPT
approach maintains a single-ended design so that one end is free to expand
longitudinally just as it is free to expand circumferentially due only to the
internal pressure.
2.4 Review of Methodological Literature
The validity of the measurement system at the focus of this project is contin-
gent on two critical elements: the ability of the physical device to act as an
adequate transduction mechanism, and the ability of the theoretical model to
predict the property of interest. Thus, the methodological basis for the design
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of the experiments in this project spans two general areas: that of transducer
design, and that of system modeling.
2.4.1 Physical Transducer Design
Transducers transform properties of one particular form into another. Gen-
erally, the original feature is hidden or obscured from direct observation, but,
when stimulated, the transducer translates the original signal into a different
signal that is in a accessible form, and insight into a previously hidden aspect
of reality is thus provisioned [29]. The transducer derives its worth from the
consistency or repeatability of output or response to the input. A transducer
that repeatedly produces the same output signal under repeated measurand
conditions allows the user to safely infer the nature of the hidden stimulus
based solely on the observable response of the sensor.
Repeatability in the physical response of the sensor is the product of func-
tional exclusivity between the response and the stimulus of interest, and the
rejection of all others. When a sensor responds to environmental stimuli other
than that for which it was designed, it is said to have error. If the measurand
has been isolated, then only the measurand signal will be present [34]. Oth-
erwise, the output will have a component of unpredictable uncertainty which
translates into error in the measurement. The observable consequence is in-
consistency in measurements of a consistent measurand. Although perfect
consistency is an unrealistic expectation for a transducer, it is reasonable to
expect the range of the unpredictable component of the output signal to be
minute compared to that of the measurand.
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2.4.2 Theoretical Model Design
With a physical transducer, a complete and correct theoretical model provides
the bridge between the hidden measurand of interest and the observable signal
with which it responds. It permits the adaptation of a physical sensor to a
variety of applications by merely updating parameter values in the model
before calculation. Where the physical design fails to control contamination
in the response, the preservation of efficacy becomes the responsibility of a
complete and correct theoretical model. A model is an abstract mathematical
construct that generalizes a part of reality so as to serve a specific purpose
[11]. The theoretical model describes the transduction process in the sensor
and serves as the basis for the quantification of the hidden stimulus based on
observable response. A model that is complete accounts for all the significant
effects and phenomena that interact with the sensor and influence its output.
A model that is correct properly relates the various phenomena according to
known and established physical principles. A felicitous model makes possible
the separation of the stimuli of interest from a contaminated response to more
than just the stimuli [34, 29].
The complete world can be sorted into one of three categories based on
its relationship to the model:
1. The property or effect whose behavior is intended to be described by the
model
2. Other effects that significantly influence the output of the model
3. Everything else that is neglected and (presumed) inconsequential by the
model
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In practice, the other effects are independent variables of the model on
which the behavior of the property of interest is dependent. In a physical
system, the values of the independent variables are often obtained by mea-
surements with uncertainty due to limitations in instrument accuracy. Every
measurement inevitably contains uncertainty, and this uncertainty defines
measurement error [48]. Uncertainty in the measurements of independent
variables, and the combined effects of everything that is neglected by the
model both contribute to the deviation of the modeled world from the actual
world, characterizing the overall error of the system.
2.5 Synthesis of Research Findings
It is critical to choose a physical design that responds with sufficient exclu-
sivity to the stimulus of interest so that the response can be predicted by a
theoretical model with error limited to incompleteness and noise.
Long established pressure vessel design relies on models combining ge-
ometry, pressure, and mechanical properties and stresses. The interactions
between these elements is shown to be predictable, reliable, and very appli-
cable to the proposed system where the walls are intended reaction elements
instead of containment structures.
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Chapter 3
The Theoretical Basis of the PVPT
3.1 Derivation of the Theoretical Model
Lamé’s formulae relate pressure in a hollow cylindrical object and the principle
stresses in the walls [12], [41]. The equations describe circumferential (also
referred to as tangential or hoop), longitudinal, and radial stresses (σθ, σL,
and σr) in thick walled cylinders in terms of internal and external pressures
(Pi and Po), inner and outer radii (ri and ro), and a distance r from the center
(with r limited such that ri ≤ r ≤ ro), at which the stresses are evaluated (see
Figure 3.1). There does exist a set of stress equations assuming a thin-walled
vessel which are less complex, but they are not pursued for the basis of the
PVPT theoretical model as they would then limit the validity of the derived
model to systems with diameter to thickness ratio greater than 20 (as per the
thin-model heuristic [23, 42]), for which the thin-walled assumption is valid.
For thick-walled stresses, Lamé’s formulae are described in Equations 3.1, 3.2,
and 3.3 for hoop, longitudinal, and radial stress, respectively:
σθ =
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<latexit sha1_base64="ZpSGG8UKIRJQACkaBMMcWTUwsXg=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4Gia1tHVX1IXLFhxbaIeSSTNtaCYzJBmxDAX3bvUXXIlbv8U/8DPMtBW06IELh3Pu5d57/JgzpR3nw8qtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2DWxUlklCXRDySHR8rypmgrmaa004sKQ59Ttv++DLz23dUKhaJGz2JqRfioWABI1gbqXXVL5YcGzkVVD6Djl1GFVTNSK1crSMHItuZoQQWaPaLn71BRJKQCk04VqqLnFh7KZaaEU6nhV6iaIzJGA9p11CBQ6q8dHboFJ4YZQCDSJoSGs7UnxMpDpWahL7pDLEeqWUvE//0hhLHI0bul/broO6lTMSJpoLM1wcJhzqCWRZwwCQlmk8MwUQy8wEkIywx0Saxgonm+3/4P3HL9rmNWpVS42KRUR4cgWNwChCogQa4Bk3gAgIoeARP4Nl6sF6sV+tt3pqzFjOH4Bes9y/z/JYh</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZpSGG8UKIRJQACkaBMMcWTUwsXg=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4Gia1tHVX1IXLFhxbaIeSSTNtaCYzJBmxDAX3bvUXXIlbv8U/8DPMtBW06IELh3Pu5d57/JgzpR3nw8qtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2DWxUlklCXRDySHR8rypmgrmaa004sKQ59Ttv++DLz23dUKhaJGz2JqRfioWABI1gbqXXVL5YcGzkVVD6Djl1GFVTNSK1crSMHItuZoQQWaPaLn71BRJKQCk04VqqLnFh7KZaaEU6nhV6iaIzJGA9p11CBQ6q8dHboFJ4YZQCDSJoSGs7UnxMpDpWahL7pDLEeqWUvE//0hhLHI0bul/broO6lTMSJpoLM1wcJhzqCWRZwwCQlmk8MwUQy8wEkIywx0Saxgonm+3/4P3HL9rmNWpVS42KRUR4cgWNwChCogQa4Bk3gAgIoeARP4Nl6sF6sV+tt3pqzFjOH4Bes9y/z/JYh</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZpSGG8UKIRJQACkaBMMcWTUwsXg=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4Gia1tHVX1IXLFhxbaIeSSTNtaCYzJBmxDAX3bvUXXIlbv8U/8DPMtBW06IELh3Pu5d57/JgzpR3nw8qtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2DWxUlklCXRDySHR8rypmgrmaa004sKQ59Ttv++DLz23dUKhaJGz2JqRfioWABI1gbqXXVL5YcGzkVVD6Djl1GFVTNSK1crSMHItuZoQQWaPaLn71BRJKQCk04VqqLnFh7KZaaEU6nhV6iaIzJGA9p11CBQ6q8dHboFJ4YZQCDSJoSGs7UnxMpDpWahL7pDLEeqWUvE//0hhLHI0bul/broO6lTMSJpoLM1wcJhzqCWRZwwCQlmk8MwUQy8wEkIywx0Saxgonm+3/4P3HL9rmNWpVS42KRUR4cgWNwChCogQa4Bk3gAgIoeARP4Nl6sF6sV+tt3pqzFjOH4Bes9y/z/JYh</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZpSGG8UKIRJQACkaBMMcWTUwsXg=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4Gia1tHVX1IXLFhxbaIeSSTNtaCYzJBmxDAX3bvUXXIlbv8U/8DPMtBW06IELh3Pu5d57/JgzpR3nw8qtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2DWxUlklCXRDySHR8rypmgrmaa004sKQ59Ttv++DLz23dUKhaJGz2JqRfioWABI1gbqXXVL5YcGzkVVD6Djl1GFVTNSK1crSMHItuZoQQWaPaLn71BRJKQCk04VqqLnFh7KZaaEU6nhV6iaIzJGA9p11CBQ6q8dHboFJ4YZQCDSJoSGs7UnxMpDpWahL7pDLEeqWUvE//0hhLHI0bul/broO6lTMSJpoLM1wcJhzqCWRZwwCQlmk8MwUQy8wEkIywx0Saxgonm+3/4P3HL9rmNWpVS42KRUR4cgWNwChCogQa4Bk3gAgIoeARP4Nl6sF6sV+tt3pqzFjOH4Bes9y/z/JYh</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="cb9zLKZ4KW5eBJ2VoETg3c0hB+o=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GiZ22uqu6MZlC44ttEPJpJk2NJMZkoxYhoJ7t/oLrsSt3+If+BmmD0GLHrhwOOde7r0nSDhT2nE+rNzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D+4VXEqCfVIzGPZDrCinAnqaaY5bSeS4ijgtBWMrqZ+645KxWJxo8cJ9SM8ECxkBGsjNXWvWHJsVClXyzXo2BXXdcsVQxCq1hwEke3MUAILNHrFz24/JmlEhSYcK9VBTqL9DEvNCKeTQjdVNMFkhAe0Y6jAEVV+Njt0Ak+M0odhLE0JDWfqz4kMR0qNo8B0RlgP1bI3Ff/0BhInQ0bul/br8NzPmEhSTQWZrw9TDnUMp1nAPpOUaD42BBPJzAeQDLHERJvECiaa7//h/8Q7sy9s1HRL9ctFRnlwBI7BKUCgBurgGjSABwig4BE8gWfrwXqxXq23eWvOWswcgl+w3r8AVtyWXw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cb9zLKZ4KW5eBJ2VoETg3c0hB+o=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GiZ22uqu6MZlC44ttEPJpJk2NJMZkoxYhoJ7t/oLrsSt3+If+BmmD0GLHrhwOOde7r0nSDhT2nE+rNzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D+4VXEqCfVIzGPZDrCinAnqaaY5bSeS4ijgtBWMrqZ+645KxWJxo8cJ9SM8ECxkBGsjNXWvWHJsVClXyzXo2BXXdcsVQxCq1hwEke3MUAILNHrFz24/JmlEhSYcK9VBTqL9DEvNCKeTQjdVNMFkhAe0Y6jAEVV+Njt0Ak+M0odhLE0JDWfqz4kMR0qNo8B0RlgP1bI3Ff/0BhInQ0bul/br8NzPmEhSTQWZrw9TDnUMp1nAPpOUaD42BBPJzAeQDLHERJvECiaa7//h/8Q7sy9s1HRL9ctFRnlwBI7BKUCgBurgGjSABwig4BE8gWfrwXqxXq23eWvOWswcgl+w3r8AVtyWXw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cb9zLKZ4KW5eBJ2VoETg3c0hB+o=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GiZ22uqu6MZlC44ttEPJpJk2NJMZkoxYhoJ7t/oLrsSt3+If+BmmD0GLHrhwOOde7r0nSDhT2nE+rNzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D+4VXEqCfVIzGPZDrCinAnqaaY5bSeS4ijgtBWMrqZ+645KxWJxo8cJ9SM8ECxkBGsjNXWvWHJsVClXyzXo2BXXdcsVQxCq1hwEke3MUAILNHrFz24/JmlEhSYcK9VBTqL9DEvNCKeTQjdVNMFkhAe0Y6jAEVV+Njt0Ak+M0odhLE0JDWfqz4kMR0qNo8B0RlgP1bI3Ff/0BhInQ0bul/br8NzPmEhSTQWZrw9TDnUMp1nAPpOUaD42BBPJzAeQDLHERJvECiaa7//h/8Q7sy9s1HRL9ctFRnlwBI7BKUCgBurgGjSABwig4BE8gWfrwXqxXq23eWvOWswcgl+w3r8AVtyWXw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cb9zLKZ4KW5eBJ2VoETg3c0hB+o=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GiZ22uqu6MZlC44ttEPJpJk2NJMZkoxYhoJ7t/oLrsSt3+If+BmmD0GLHrhwOOde7r0nSDhT2nE+rNzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D+4VXEqCfVIzGPZDrCinAnqaaY5bSeS4ijgtBWMrqZ+645KxWJxo8cJ9SM8ECxkBGsjNXWvWHJsVClXyzXo2BXXdcsVQxCq1hwEke3MUAILNHrFz24/JmlEhSYcK9VBTqL9DEvNCKeTQjdVNMFkhAe0Y6jAEVV+Njt0Ak+M0odhLE0JDWfqz4kMR0qNo8B0RlgP1bI3Ff/0BhInQ0bul/br8NzPmEhSTQWZrw9TDnUMp1nAPpOUaD42BBPJzAeQDLHERJvECiaa7//h/8Q7sy9s1HRL9ctFRnlwBI7BKUCgBurgGjSABwig4BE8gWfrwXqxXq23eWvOWswcgl+w3r8AVtyWXw==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="Xc0qhQURFv/OORb+nUlgi0EuC4w=">AAAB/3icdVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSExcTToIgjuiG5cYRUhgQjqlMzR0OpO2YyQTNu7d6i+4Mm79FP/Az7ADmCjRk9zk5Jx7c+89XsyZ0gh9WLml5ZXVtfx6YWNza3unuLt3q6JEEtoiEY9kx8OKciZoSzPNaSeWFIcep21vdJH57TsqFYvEjR7H1A1xIJjPCNZGupZ91i+WkF1zaqhagchGqIrqpxk5KaOqAx2jZCiBOZr94mdvEJEkpEITjpXqOijWboqlZoTTSaGXKBpjMsIB7RoqcEiVm05PncAjowygH0lTQsOp+nMixaFS49AznSHWQ7XoZeKfXiBxPGTkfmG/9utuykScaCrIbL2fcKgjmKUBB0xSovnYEEwkMx9AMsQSE20yK5hovv+H/5NW2T6znatKqXE+zygPDsAhOAYOqIEGuARN0AIEBOARPIFn68F6sV6tt1lrzprP7INfsN6/AMw1ly0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xc0qhQURFv/OORb+nUlgi0EuC4w=">AAAB/3icdVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSExcTToIgjuiG5cYRUhgQjqlMzR0OpO2YyQTNu7d6i+4Mm79FP/Az7ADmCjRk9zk5Jx7c+89XsyZ0gh9WLml5ZXVtfx6YWNza3unuLt3q6JEEtoiEY9kx8OKciZoSzPNaSeWFIcep21vdJH57TsqFYvEjR7H1A1xIJjPCNZGupZ91i+WkF1zaqhagchGqIrqpxk5KaOqAx2jZCiBOZr94mdvEJEkpEITjpXqOijWboqlZoTTSaGXKBpjMsIB7RoqcEiVm05PncAjowygH0lTQsOp+nMixaFS49AznSHWQ7XoZeKfXiBxPGTkfmG/9utuykScaCrIbL2fcKgjmKUBB0xSovnYEEwkMx9AMsQSE20yK5hovv+H/5NW2T6znatKqXE+zygPDsAhOAYOqIEGuARN0AIEBOARPIFn68F6sV6tt1lrzprP7INfsN6/AMw1ly0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xc0qhQURFv/OORb+nUlgi0EuC4w=">AAAB/3icdVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSExcTToIgjuiG5cYRUhgQjqlMzR0OpO2YyQTNu7d6i+4Mm79FP/Az7ADmCjRk9zk5Jx7c+89XsyZ0gh9WLml5ZXVtfx6YWNza3unuLt3q6JEEtoiEY9kx8OKciZoSzPNaSeWFIcep21vdJH57TsqFYvEjR7H1A1xIJjPCNZGupZ91i+WkF1zaqhagchGqIrqpxk5KaOqAx2jZCiBOZr94mdvEJEkpEITjpXqOijWboqlZoTTSaGXKBpjMsIB7RoqcEiVm05PncAjowygH0lTQsOp+nMixaFS49AznSHWQ7XoZeKfXiBxPGTkfmG/9utuykScaCrIbL2fcKgjmKUBB0xSovnYEEwkMx9AMsQSE20yK5hovv+H/5NW2T6znatKqXE+zygPDsAhOAYOqIEGuARN0AIEBOARPIFn68F6sV6tt1lrzprP7INfsN6/AMw1ly0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xc0qhQURFv/OORb+nUlgi0EuC4w=">AAAB/3icdVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSExcTToIgjuiG5cYRUhgQjqlMzR0OpO2YyQTNu7d6i+4Mm79FP/Az7ADmCjRk9zk5Jx7c+89XsyZ0gh9WLml5ZXVtfx6YWNza3unuLt3q6JEEtoiEY9kx8OKciZoSzPNaSeWFIcep21vdJH57TsqFYvEjR7H1A1xIJjPCNZGupZ91i+WkF1zaqhagchGqIrqpxk5KaOqAx2jZCiBOZr94mdvEJEkpEITjpXqOijWboqlZoTTSaGXKBpjMsIB7RoqcEiVm05PncAjowygH0lTQsOp+nMixaFS49AznSHWQ7XoZeKfXiBxPGTkfmG/9utuykScaCrIbL2fcKgjmKUBB0xSovnYEEwkMx9AMsQSE20yK5hovv+H/5NW2T6znatKqXE+zygPDsAhOAYOqIEGuARN0AIEBOARPIFn68F6sV6tt1lrzprP7INfsN6/AMw1ly0=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="gGuWXl3lU3h7ZgiXeJDCszBYy2U=">AAAB/3icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwFSYlfbgrunFZ0dhCG8pkOkmHTh7MTMQSunHvVn/Blbj1U/wDP8NpWkGLHrhwOOde7r3HSziTCqEPo7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w9uZZwKQh0S81h0PSwpZxF1FFOcdhNBcehx2vHGFzO/c0eFZHF0oyYJdUMcRMxnBCstXYtBPChXkGk3qrbVhMhEjTrKSc2uolodWibKUQELtAflz/4wJmlII0U4lrJnoUS5GRaKEU6npX4qaYLJGAe0p2mEQyrdLD91Ck+0MoR+LHRFCubqz4kMh1JOQk93hliN5LI3E//0AoGTESP3S/uV33QzFiWpohGZr/dTDlUMZ2nAIROUKD7RBBPB9AeQjLDAROnMSjqa7//h/8SpmmemdWVXWueLjIrgCByDU2CBBmiBS9AGDiAgAI/gCTwbD8aL8Wq8zVsLxmLmEPyC8f4F7f2XQw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gGuWXl3lU3h7ZgiXeJDCszBYy2U=">AAAB/3icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwFSYlfbgrunFZ0dhCG8pkOkmHTh7MTMQSunHvVn/Blbj1U/wDP8NpWkGLHrhwOOde7r3HSziTCqEPo7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w9uZZwKQh0S81h0PSwpZxF1FFOcdhNBcehx2vHGFzO/c0eFZHF0oyYJdUMcRMxnBCstXYtBPChXkGk3qrbVhMhEjTrKSc2uolodWibKUQELtAflz/4wJmlII0U4lrJnoUS5GRaKEU6npX4qaYLJGAe0p2mEQyrdLD91Ck+0MoR+LHRFCubqz4kMh1JOQk93hliN5LI3E//0AoGTESP3S/uV33QzFiWpohGZr/dTDlUMZ2nAIROUKD7RBBPB9AeQjLDAROnMSjqa7//h/8SpmmemdWVXWueLjIrgCByDU2CBBmiBS9AGDiAgAI/gCTwbD8aL8Wq8zVsLxmLmEPyC8f4F7f2XQw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gGuWXl3lU3h7ZgiXeJDCszBYy2U=">AAAB/3icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwFSYlfbgrunFZ0dhCG8pkOkmHTh7MTMQSunHvVn/Blbj1U/wDP8NpWkGLHrhwOOde7r3HSziTCqEPo7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w9uZZwKQh0S81h0PSwpZxF1FFOcdhNBcehx2vHGFzO/c0eFZHF0oyYJdUMcRMxnBCstXYtBPChXkGk3qrbVhMhEjTrKSc2uolodWibKUQELtAflz/4wJmlII0U4lrJnoUS5GRaKEU6npX4qaYLJGAe0p2mEQyrdLD91Ck+0MoR+LHRFCubqz4kMh1JOQk93hliN5LI3E//0AoGTESP3S/uV33QzFiWpohGZr/dTDlUMZ2nAIROUKD7RBBPB9AeQjLDAROnMSjqa7//h/8SpmmemdWVXWueLjIrgCByDU2CBBmiBS9AGDiAgAI/gCTwbD8aL8Wq8zVsLxmLmEPyC8f4F7f2XQw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gGuWXl3lU3h7ZgiXeJDCszBYy2U=">AAAB/3icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwFSYlfbgrunFZ0dhCG8pkOkmHTh7MTMQSunHvVn/Blbj1U/wDP8NpWkGLHrhwOOde7r3HSziTCqEPo7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w9uZZwKQh0S81h0PSwpZxF1FFOcdhNBcehx2vHGFzO/c0eFZHF0oyYJdUMcRMxnBCstXYtBPChXkGk3qrbVhMhEjTrKSc2uolodWibKUQELtAflz/4wJmlII0U4lrJnoUS5GRaKEU6npX4qaYLJGAe0p2mEQyrdLD91Ck+0MoR+LHRFCubqz4kMh1JOQk93hliN5LI3E//0AoGTESP3S/uV33QzFiWpohGZr/dTDlUMZ2nAIROUKD7RBBPB9AeQjLDAROnMSjqa7//h/8SpmmemdWVXWueLjIrgCByDU2CBBmiBS9AGDiAgAI/gCTwbD8aL8Wq8zVsLxmLmEPyC8f4F7f2XQw==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="Fd1FCqiWKk25rNRhs+WYFP7fzmk=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjJ1aKe7ohuXLTi20A4lk6ZtaCYzJBmxDAX3bvUXXIlbv8U/8DNMH4IWPXDhcM693HtPmHCmNEIfVm5tfWNzK79d2Nnd2z8oHh7dqjiVhPok5rFsh1hRzgT1NdOcthNJcRRy2grHVzO/dUelYrG40ZOEBhEeCjZgBGsjNWWvWEK2V6u4yIXIdqtO1SsbgirIK19Ax0ZzlMASjV7xs9uPSRpRoQnHSnUclOggw1Izwum00E0VTTAZ4yHtGCpwRFWQzQ+dwjOj9OEglqaEhnP150SGI6UmUWg6I6xHatWbiX96Q4mTESP3K/v1wAsyJpJUU0EW6wcphzqGsyxgn0lKNJ8Ygolk5gNIRlhiok1iBRPN9//wf+KX7ZrtNN1S/XKZUR6cgFNwDhxQBXVwDRrABwRQ8AiewLP1YL1Yr9bbojVnLWeOwS9Y719nxZZq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fd1FCqiWKk25rNRhs+WYFP7fzmk=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjJ1aKe7ohuXLTi20A4lk6ZtaCYzJBmxDAX3bvUXXIlbv8U/8DNMH4IWPXDhcM693HtPmHCmNEIfVm5tfWNzK79d2Nnd2z8oHh7dqjiVhPok5rFsh1hRzgT1NdOcthNJcRRy2grHVzO/dUelYrG40ZOEBhEeCjZgBGsjNWWvWEK2V6u4yIXIdqtO1SsbgirIK19Ax0ZzlMASjV7xs9uPSRpRoQnHSnUclOggw1Izwum00E0VTTAZ4yHtGCpwRFWQzQ+dwjOj9OEglqaEhnP150SGI6UmUWg6I6xHatWbiX96Q4mTESP3K/v1wAsyJpJUU0EW6wcphzqGsyxgn0lKNJ8Ygolk5gNIRlhiok1iBRPN9//wf+KX7ZrtNN1S/XKZUR6cgFNwDhxQBXVwDRrABwRQ8AiewLP1YL1Yr9bbojVnLWeOwS9Y719nxZZq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fd1FCqiWKk25rNRhs+WYFP7fzmk=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjJ1aKe7ohuXLTi20A4lk6ZtaCYzJBmxDAX3bvUXXIlbv8U/8DNMH4IWPXDhcM693HtPmHCmNEIfVm5tfWNzK79d2Nnd2z8oHh7dqjiVhPok5rFsh1hRzgT1NdOcthNJcRRy2grHVzO/dUelYrG40ZOEBhEeCjZgBGsjNWWvWEK2V6u4yIXIdqtO1SsbgirIK19Ax0ZzlMASjV7xs9uPSRpRoQnHSnUclOggw1Izwum00E0VTTAZ4yHtGCpwRFWQzQ+dwjOj9OEglqaEhnP150SGI6UmUWg6I6xHatWbiX96Q4mTESP3K/v1wAsyJpJUU0EW6wcphzqGsyxgn0lKNJ8Ygolk5gNIRlhiok1iBRPN9//wf+KX7ZrtNN1S/XKZUR6cgFNwDhxQBXVwDRrABwRQ8AiewLP1YL1Yr9bbojVnLWeOwS9Y719nxZZq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fd1FCqiWKk25rNRhs+WYFP7fzmk=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjJ1aKe7ohuXLTi20A4lk6ZtaCYzJBmxDAX3bvUXXIlbv8U/8DNMH4IWPXDhcM693HtPmHCmNEIfVm5tfWNzK79d2Nnd2z8oHh7dqjiVhPok5rFsh1hRzgT1NdOcthNJcRRy2grHVzO/dUelYrG40ZOEBhEeCjZgBGsjNWWvWEK2V6u4yIXIdqtO1SsbgirIK19Ax0ZzlMASjV7xs9uPSRpRoQnHSnUclOggw1Izwum00E0VTTAZ4yHtGCpwRFWQzQ+dwjOj9OEglqaEhnP150SGI6UmUWg6I6xHatWbiX96Q4mTESP3K/v1wAsyJpJUU0EW6wcphzqGsyxgn0lKNJ8Ygolk5gNIRlhiok1iBRPN9//wf+KX7ZrtNN1S/XKZUR6cgFNwDhxQBXVwDRrABwRQ8AiewLP1YL1Yr9bbojVnLWeOwS9Y719nxZZq</latexit>
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Figure 3.1: Cross-sectional diagram of vessel geometry with respect to nomen-
clature used in the mathematical model.
For more direct utility in the characterization of PVPT systems, the equa-
tions are reformulated here in terms of internal diameter (D) and wall thick-
ness (t) instead of inner and outer radii (see Figure 3.1), and internal pressure
simply as P . Stress at the outer surface in the longitudinal (subscript L) in











Further, an Ω term is defined which encapsulates the dimensions in a single





The Ω term is used as a geometry term to simplify the stress equations to
forms 3.7 and 3.8:
σθ = 2ΩP (3.7)
σL = ΩP (3.8)
The Ω term of Equation 3.6 can be used as a comparison between designs;
generally more sensitive designs will have a higher Ω term (see Section 6.3.1).
It can be readily seen in Equations 3.7 and 3.8 that the stresses have a constant
relationship:
σθ = 2σL (3.9)
Strains in the circumferential and longitudinal directions (εθ and εL) extend
using the definition for the modulus of elasticity, E = σ
ε
, and because the
two are principle strains acting in the same plane, they effect each other to









(σL − νσθ) (3.11)
The constant proportionality between the circumferential and longitudinal
stresses permit the simplification of Equations 3.10 and 3.11 in combination















The gauge factor (GF ) of a strain gage relates the relationship between
fractional resistance change (∆R
R
) and strain [37] (noting the definition for















= ε ·GF (3.16)
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∆Rn = Rn0(ε ·GF ) (3.17)
Figure 3.2: Wheatstone bridge circuit. Trim resistors are added to represent
both trim resistors and lead wire resistance, both of which are constant.
Where the subscript n specifies position in the Wheatstone bridge (see
Figure 3.2), and the subscript 0 refers to the nominal resistance of the strain







= Rn0 (1 + ε ·GF )
(3.18)
Rn = Rn0 + ∆Rn
= Rn0 +Rn0(ε ·GF )
(3.19)
Given ε definitions (Equations 3.12 and 3.13)

















λ terms are introduced to simplify the expressions in the next steps as the









Combining Equations 3.20, 3.21 and 3.22, 3.23, strain gage resistances become
Rθ(P ) = Rn0 (1 + Pλθ) (3.24)
RL(P ) = Rn0 (1 + PλL) (3.25)
Strain gages in a Wheatstone bridge wired in a full bridge configuration
such as in Figure 3.2 are less susceptible to thermal effects assuming they share
the same temperature [17], and the PVPT systems have been designed using
this strategy to alleviate major thermal deviations from the predicted solution.
Strain gages applied to the outside surface of the vessel are either oriented
in parallel with or perpendicular to its axis depending on if it is intended to
measure the longitudinal or circumferential strain. The Wheatstone bridge
for the proposed devices is designed with the longitudinal and hoop strain
gages in a particular arrangement (Figure 3.2) so that the resulting voltage
output is proportional to the internal pressure.
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The voltage output, by the Wheatstone bridge, V (P ) or ∆V , with ex-
citation voltage, VEx, is related to its resistor configuration, including trim




R1 +R1T +R2 +R2T
− R4 +R4T
R3 +R3T +R4 +R4T
)
(3.26)
And combining the λ terms, the voltage as a function of pressure may be
described (using Q(P ) and W (P ) for brevity and referring to the voltage at
the two ends of the differential voltage output, ∆V ):
Q(P ) =
R20 (1 + λθP ) +R2T
R10 (1 + λLP ) +R1T +R20 (1 + λθP ) +R2T
(3.27)
W (P ) =
R40 (1 + λLP ) +R4T
R30 (1 + λθP ) +R3T +R40 (1 + λLP ) +R4T
(3.28)
V (P ) = VEx (Q(P )−W (P )) (3.29)
Assuming the system is accurately described by Equation 3.29, the model
suggests pressure can be determined by observation of only the voltage output.
However, isolating pressure from the bridge equation replete with trim resistor
terms is not a trivial exercise.
Considering the bridge equation in a different form is key to the separation
of pressure from the Wheatstone equation (Equation 3.27 for isolation and a
closed-form solution. Consider the following form:
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V (P ) =
c1P + c2
c3P + c4




c1 = R20λθVEX c5 = R40λLVEX
c2 = R20VEX +R2TVEX c6 = R40VEX +R4TVEX
c3 = R10λL +R20λθ c7 = R30λθ +R40λL
c4 = R10 +R20 +R1T +R2T c8 = R30 +R40 +R3T +R4T







− c5c8 − c6c7
(Pc7 + c8)2
(3.31)
which has units of volts per psi and can be considered a statement of the sen-
sitivity of the system as the ratio of voltage response to incremental pressure
change.
Equation (3.30) can be further reformulated into a secondary form
V (P ) =
K1P
2 +K2P +K3
K4P 2 +K5P +K6
(3.32)
with coefficients defined as
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K1 = c7c1 − c5c3 K4 = c7c3
K2 = c7c2 + c1c8 − c5c4 − c6c3 K5 = c7c4 + c8c3
K3 = c8c2 − c6c4 K6 = c8c4
The pressure can be isolated using the form in Equation 3.32, and the re-
arranged function being one of pressure in terms of the bridge output voltage:
P (V ) =
K2 −K5V −
√
M1V 2 +M2V +M3
2(K4V −K1)
(3.33)








The pressure function (Equation 3.33) can be differentiated with respect
to voltage to form a formula describing the (non-constant) sensitivity in terms

















The derivatives derived in Equations 3.31 and 3.34 produce values that
can be interpreted as representative of the system’s sensitivity between the
voltage and pressure. Indeed, the calculation of sensitivity based on a voltage
in (3.30) is equivalent to the reciprocal of the sensitivity calculated by (3.33)
at the pressure that corresponds with that voltage, as described by established









This fact forms the basis for the initial steps validating the extensive pro-
cess of isolating the pressure term.
3.2 Model Uncertainty
The theoretical model contains terms that reflect physical parameters that,
if not known precisely, must be either measured using tools with imperfect
precision and resolution or estimated based on literature. The uncertainty in
the PVPT model (δ) is described as a combination of random and systematic
uncertainty (δR, δS), with an additional term (δunk) that is the catch-all of
uncertainties not mentioned or quantified:
δ = δR + δS + δunk (3.36)
The following sub-sections discuss these terms in greater detail and their
combination.
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3.2.1 δR: Random Uncertainty
Unlike the other uncertainty terms, the random uncertainty due to measure-
ment noise cannot be quantified a priori, and will need to be calculated a
posteriori. The challenge is separating the random noise from the signal.
This term will be derived from data collected during the first experiment.
The separation of the random uncertainty is based on the separation of the
high frequency noise from the actual signal which changes at a significantly
lower rate. A linear regression model formed from the entirety of the data set
which is used to calculate a prediction value for sensor pressure given voltage
reading, P̂M,i:
P̂M,i = β̂1VM,i + β̂0 (3.37)
1 P̂M,i is subsequently subtracted from the actual pressure to calculate an
error term, εP.
εPi = PΩ − P̂M,i (3.38)
The εP value is fed into a low-pass filter to produce εPL,i :
εPL,i = εPL,i−1 +K(εPi − εPL,i−1) (3.39)
which is then subtracted from the original εPi , which effectively acts as a
high-pass filter, to produce εPH,i :
εPH,i = εPi − εPL,i−1 (3.40)
1(see Section 4.4 for thorough explanations of the β̂ terms).
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Figure 3.3: A segment of collected data with overlain filtered signal in dark
and two red bounding lines marking two standard deviations above and below,
illustrating the random measurement noise component of uncertainty, δR.
The unbiased standard deviation of the high-frequency noise data is cal-
culated, followed by the standard deviation of the mean of the high frequency
noise data. The final random uncertainty term (δR) is the sum of the standard
deviation of the mean (σεPH ) with t-statistic to 95% confidence (tν,95%) added
with two unbiased standard deviations of the high pass data which (αεPH ), by
the Empirical Rule rule represents about 95% of the data assuming the data
is normally distributed [32].
δR = ±(2σεPH + tν,95%αεPH ) (3.41)
3.2.2 δS: Instrument and Estimation Uncertainty
The theoretical model consists of unavoidable and unremovable instrument
error present when determining the nominal resistances, trim resistances, in-
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ner diameter, wall thickness, and excitation voltage, and estimation error in
the modulus of elasticity, and Poisson’s ratio. If the model was linear, a linear
expansion approximation method considering the sum of the squared prod-
ucts of partial derivatives with uncertainty intervals of the uncertain variables
is the traditional approach (see Equation 3.42). The model is a multivariate
nonlinear model and as such there is no straight-forward method to model
overall uncertainty propagation [30]. When the model is relatively simple,
multivariable Taylor Series expansions have been employed [26], but when
the model is complicated, as is the PVPT model, Monte Carlo simulations
are the most reliable approach. However, it has been established that the lin-
ear approximation method is reasonably valid on sufficiently small intervals
of the uncertainty terms. If the intervals are small enough then this method
would be ideal as the model of the approximation of uncertainty propagation
for these terms could be extended beyond this work. Any PVPT system con-
structed will have practical limitations of the properties present as parameters
in the theoretical model, quantifiable as measurement and estimation uncer-
tainty terms, and the application of this approximation as an equation (albeit
lengthy and complicated) lends itself as a direct calculation method to esti-
mate an expectation range as accuracy in the physical device. Otherwise,
a Monte Carlo simulation could serve the same purpose, but would necessi-
tate the calculation be performed on a computer and that the calculation be
performed hundreds of thousands of times post hoc to be effective.
For the investigation of a linear approximation model, a model needs to
be derived. The basic model for the linear approximation of propagated un-
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where the ∆ terms are the absolute uncertainties. For the theoretical PVPT
model (Equation 3.33), the partial derivative terms with respect to the func-
tion of pressure were unwieldily. However, the partial derivatives with respect



































To convert these partial derivatives into terms of functions of pressure
as initially attempted, the key rests in the partial derivative of voltage with
respect to pressure. The partial derivative of voltage with respect to pressure
is to a function V(P); the inverse function, that is, P(V) which undoes the
function V(P) (f−1 in common literature) likewise has partial derivative of
pressure with respect to voltage, and their product, by the chain rule, is 1,
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Further, with the previously stated voltage partial derivative list, the terms
can individually be converted from partial derivatives of voltage to the desired
partial derivatives of pressure by the partial derivative of pressure with respect

































































The terms produced by this approach of partial derivatives with respect
to voltage and applying the chain rule with the term whose basis is desired
are still longer than one would likely want to perform by hand, but they
are significantly shorter than the software approach of the calculated partial
derivatives of pressure.
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The individual absolute uncertainty terms in the measurements and esti-
mations can be listed concisely as Equation 3.46:
{
∆R ∆L ∆V ∆GF ∆E ∆ν
}
(3.46)
assuming the resistances, voltages and lengths are measured using the same
respective instruments. An estimation of the ultimate uncertainty based on
Equation 3.42 is valid provided all uncertainties or errors are random and
independent [48]. But in any case, it is never greater than the ordinary sum
of the individual, unsquared terms; the absolute systemic uncertainty due
to measurement and estimation bias used in calculations of uncertainty in
Section 5 and which forms Figures 3.5 and 3.6 is expressed in Equation 3.47:













The question remains, however: are the uncertainty intervals small enough
that a linear approximation is a valid model of uncertainty propagation? A
Monte Carlo simulation was programmed to test the validity of the linear
approximation model. Using the bridge model of voltage as a function of
pressure, in increments of 1 psi on the domain from 0 to 250 psi, at each
increment 10,000 trials are conducted in which random values for the un-
certainty terms in the range of plus or minus the actual measurement and
estimation uncertainties are generated. Of the 10,000 trials, the maximum
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and minimum calculated voltages are fed into the PVPT model of pressure
as a function of voltage, and the higher of the difference between pressure as
a function of voltage and the incremental pressure is kept as the maximum
uncertainty at the particular pressure value. For the linear approximation
method to be considered valid, it will generally agree with the results of the
Monte Carlo simulation, ideally being conservative in overestimating but not
underestimating the uncertainty. The maximum uncertainty values deter-
mined by Monte Carlo simulation are plotted on a chart of uncertainty vs
pressure along with the approximated uncertainty generated by the linear
approximation (Figure 3.4).
Figure 3.4: The uncertainty predicted by Monte Carlo simulation of 10,000
trials per psi pressure is less than that predicted by linear approximation,
indicating that the systemic measurement and estimation biases are on in-
tervals small enough that the linear approximation model is a valid approach
to directly calculating the expected uncertainty interval for the theoretical
PVPT model.
According to the Monte Carlo simulation comparison, the Linear Approx-













Figure 3.5: Stacked area chart of uncertainty distribution and maximum per-
missible error with actual pressure. Contributions by nominal gage resistances
appear constant and can be removed due to the linear uncertainties intercept-
ing at zero psi.
3.2.3 Differentiation of Constant δS and Linearly De-
pendent δS
The derived uncertainty terms, when carried out for hypothetical pressures
spanning to 150 psi, provide three important insights. The first is that the
vast majority of uncertainty is due to uncertainty in the nominal resistances
in the strain gages (Figure 3.5). The second is that the uncertainty due to
uncertainty in the nominal resistances is generally constant and uninfluenced
by the actual pressure. The third is that the other uncertainty terms are ap-
proximately zero in the absence of actual applied pressure. These three points
suggest that the largest contributor of error, the error due to the inaccuracy
of the nominal gage resistance measurements, can be directly measured when
the gage is unpressurized. When the internal (gauge) pressure is zero, the
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output from the PVPT can be stored as an error offset term and subtracted
from all future readings to remove that error.
Figure 3.6 shows the uncertainty remaining after the large constant sources
are removed. Figures 3.6 and 3.5 reflect the nature of the maximum uncer-
tainty behavior when pressure is applied to the PVC PVPT prototype, calcu-
lated using the approach described in Section 3.2 for pressure values ranging
from 1 psi to 150 psi in 1 psi increments, and using dimensions listed in Table
3.2 and instrument errors listed in Table 4.1.
δS = ΦPAct + Ψ (3.48)
The Φ term is comprised of
Φ = (φD + φt + φν + φE + φGF + φV + φVex)PAct (3.49)
and are presented in isolation in Figure 3.7. The Ψ term is comprised of
systematic uncertainty due to the nominal and trim resistor resistances:
Ψ = (ψR1n + ψR2n + ψR3n + ψR4n) + (ψR1t + ψR2t + ψR3t + ψR4t) (3.50)
These terms also describe the constant (pressure-independent) uncertainties
that have a measurable effect at no pressure (see Figure 3.5 at 0 psi) and can
thus be logged and removed as a calibration mechanism.
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Figure 3.6: Uncertainty variation with actual pressure, excluding those from
nominal or trim resistances.
3.2.4 δG: Amplification Uncertainty
The partial derivative of voltage with respect to pressure, ∂V
∂P
, provides an in-
dication of the sensitivity of the PVPT prototype based on its construction.
In particular, based on the nominal resistances in the gages, the trim resis-
tances necessary for balancing, the geometry (diameter and wall thickness),
and mechanical properties of the material (modulus of elasticity and Pois-
son’s ratio), the change in voltage per unit pressure can be inferred at a given
pressure by the partial derivative of ∂V
∂P
. The dependency of the sensitivity on
pressure has negligible effect, as shown in Table 4.3 in which the calculated
values over the anticipated range of testing are tabulated. The question of
adequacy in the analog to digital converter (ADC) to adequately differentiate
between levels of pressure in terms of the integer-valued conversion can be
answered with the identification of a threshold count as minimum per unit
of pressure. In the analysis of the PVPT prototypes, a count of 5 (out of
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215) ‘least significant bits’ (LSB) per psi for a discretized resolution of ±0.2





. The resolution of the conversion of analog signal to digital value
is defined as Vref
2n−1
for differential measurements made on an ADC with n-bits
of resolution. The ADS1118s used in this experiment are 16-bit ADCs using
an internal reference voltage of 0.256V, resulting in a resolution of 7.8125 µV
LSB
.
Multiplying the sensitivity with a voltage-basis by the resolution converts the
resolution to the integer-resolution basis with which the criteria for adequate
sensitivity by discretized pressure resolution can be made.
Figure 3.7: Comparison of amplification techniques: unamplified (black),
single-stage amplification (dark grey) and two-stage amplification (light grey).
The high gain in the single stage amplifier (5000 V/V) is so sensitive that the
amplification factor drifts with temperature and static electricity. Each am-










If amplification is deemed necessary, a pair of INA125 instrumentation ampli-
fiers are implemented in a dual-stage topology between the PVPT prototype
and the analog to digital converter. While a single amplifier is sufficient to per-
form amplification up to 10,000 V/V, the amplification factor is governed by
the resistance of a resistor bridging pins on the INA125, and the relationship
between gain resistance and amplification factor results in large uncertainty
at increasing gain factors due to dependence on decreasing resistances but
constant resistance uncertainty.
Increasing gain factors require decreasing resistance values, and the uncer-
tainty of the resistance is 0.1Ω, limited by multimeter specifications. Even if
equipment were procured that could measure to a higher resolution, various
effects (most prominently thermal) will cause the resistance to wander to a
maximum of around 1.0Ω. The resulting uncertainty is huge in a single-stage
configuration for high gain, but significantly lower in a multi-stage configura-
tion where the output of the first stage is amplified by the second stage. The
gain necessary of each stage can be limited to the square root of the overall
desired gain (and cube-root if three stages were employed). By reducing the
amplification factor needed, a higher gain resistor can be used whose uncer-
tainty will have a much less significant effect after propagating as uncertainty
in the gain factor.
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From the INA125 datasheet, [1], the equation to determine gain as a func-





where a and b are constant values of 4 and 60000, respectively. Rearranging




It can then be further deduced that the gain from multiple stages, assuming





where Gfinal is the final gain factor for n stages of various individual amplifi-
cation factors. Further, the linear approximation of uncertainty in the gain










in units of V
V
for n stages with absolute uncertainties ∆Rj , e.g. the smallest
measurable resistance increment ( 0.1 Ω for most multimeters). For a series of




















for n stages, each with unique gain resistances. Based on the partial derivative
for the single-stage case, it is clear that the uncertainty in the gain is inversely
proportional to the resistance used to set the gain. As such, minimization of
the gain uncertainty in an n-stage amplification process is realized when the
resistances are equal, leading to each individual amplification stage to have a











(a−G 1n )2G1− 1n (3.58)
Uncertainties based on various high-gain amplification schemes are calcu-
lated and presented in Table 3.1 to illustrate the relationship between uncer-
tainty and the number of stages.
Table 3.1: Uncertainty in amplification factor at target gains ranging from
1,300 to 10,000 V/V using multiple stages from single to quadruple-stage
amplification.
∆G 10,000 V/V 5,000 V/V 2,500 V/V 1,300 V/V
Single-Stage 832.667 208.000 51.917 13.997
2-Stage 21.722 7.417 2.494 0.873
3-Stage 6.186 2.173 0.731 0.247
4-Stage 2.400 0.771 0.222 0.058
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3.2.5 Combining Uncertainty Terms
Although it can be tempting to be overly cautious when estimating uncertain-
ties by estimating high, the effort into estimating the uncertainties to begin
with was to have a reasonably accurate estimation of the uncertainty. Needless
inflation offsets and scales the estimated uncertainty value thereby degrading
the accuracy of the very term desired for precise insight. The gateway to this
mistake rests with the universally applicable uncertainty combination state-
ment which will always be greater than or equal to the actual error, δ∑ of









For uncertainties of normally distributed (random), independent variables,
the actual uncertainty of repeated observations is going to form a normal
distribution centered on the mean [48], for which the sum in quadrature has










Although summing the terms in quadrature has been shown to produce
closer estimates than the simple sum, the error cannot be assumed to be
random and, although there are analytical tests to determine if the data is
in such a state, it will be assumed that the majority of the error (with the
exception of random measurement error) is biased and systematic.
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Additionally, the intention of the uncertainty analysis will not be to pro-
duce an accurate estimate of error in the system, but to produce a maximum
error possible in the system. If a measurement crosses the upper or lower
error thresholds then it would be strong evidence suggesting a flawed model.
In this research project there are multiple uncertainty terms. The random
uncertainties meet the criteria for summing in quadrature, but the systematic
uncertainties are only able to be summed. For M systematic uncertainty
terms (δSx) and N random uncertainty terms (δRx), the total uncertainty,
which will also define the upper bounds to acceptable measurement error














3.2.6 δΩ: Uncertainty in the Standard
An Omega PX180B-100GV single-ended pressure sensor is connected to one
of the peripheral ports for the establishment of a baseline measurement to
which the pressure indicated by the PVPT prototypes can be compared. The
PX180B-100GV accuracy is rated to ±0.3 psi [5]. The measured pressure can
be considered as the true or actual pressure plus error term:
PM,Ω = PAct + δΩ (3.62)
Although this term is not inherent to the PVPT prototype, it will expand
the error region surrounding the difference between the prototype-reported
pressure and the pressure measured by the standard [27]. For the purposes of
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validity testing, the standard uncertainty term will be treated as defined by
the data sheet [5]:
δΩ = 0.3psi (3.63)
3.3 Sensor Prototypes
Four prototypes were constructed for this project and experimentation. A
PVC prototype (Figure 3.8a), a brass prototype (Figure 3.8b), a polycarbon-
ate (PC) prototype (Figure 3.8c), and a copper prototype (Figure 3.8d).
The prototypes have a standard set of design variables which are chosen,
measured, or estimated. Their values are known to within the capabilities
of the measurement instruments and within reasonable limits in estimations.
The discrepancy between the true value and the idealized value is the basis
for systematic error.
The nature of the theoretical model provides choices of variables to use
to describe geometry. Inner, outer radii, diameters and wall thickness are all
on the table. Inner diameter and wall thickness were chosen strategically for
potential future commercialization. Commonly available pipe and plumbing
is guided by American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) standards;
plumbing sizes are in references to the pipe inner diameter, and as such the
inner diameter is held to standardized limitations on deviation. The choice
simply permits one to fill this variable of the model by inference based on
pipe size with the magnitude of the error bounded by ASTM standard [15].
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PVC(a) Brass(b) Polycarbonate (PC)(c)
Copper 
(Cu)(d)
Figure 3.8: PVPT prototypes used in experiments.
3.3.1 Design Variables
Table 3.2 lists the absolute uncertainty values describing the limitations of the
equipment used in this project and in the calculation of uncertainty bound-
aries in Section 5.
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Table 3.2: PVPT prototype design variable uncertainties (∆)
Property Uncertainty Source
D inner diameter ±0.001 inch Neiko 01407A Digital Calipers
t wall thickness ±0.001 inch Neiko 01407A Digital Calipers
E modulus of elasticity ±10% [15, 19, 46]
ν Poisson’s ratio ±10% [15, 19, 46]
Rn0 gage resistance ±0.1Ω Radioshack Digital Multimeter
RnT trim resistance ±0.1Ω Radioshack Digital Multimeter
GF Gage Factor ±2% Omega Datasheet [2, 3]
3.4 Pressure Sensor Test Apparatus
The Pressure Sensor Test Apparatus was constructed to test the PVPT de-
sign and theoretical models to determine its validity as a sensor framework.
This subsection presents the key variables that are controlled by the plat-
form (Section 3.4.1), the design of the physical apparatus (Section 3.4.2), the
electrical system (Section 3.4.3), and the computational platform running log-
ging software and performing the transformation algorithms described by the
theoretical model (Section 3.4.4).
3.4.1 Variables
The variables that are controlled by the test apparatus are listed:










Figure 3.9: PVPT test bench designed for the development and investigation
of experimental PVPT prototypes and governing theoretical models.
3.4.2 Mechanical Apparatus
The apparatus has plumbing built in to create a control volume in which air
can be pumped to produce a pressurized space that is accessible by standards
and devices under test. There are five female quick-connect ports for device
connection, and a male quick-connect port with valve for the connection of a
compressed air line.
A visual-style (KobaltTM ) pressure gauge with a full scale range of 160
psi is used for visual feedback while pressurizing the control volume.
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The structure serves as the cornerstone of the apparatus, providing a
sturdy platform to which the electronics, computing, and plumbing systems
are mounted so as to minimize alterations to the system’s physical state be-
tween measurement sessions.
3.4.3 Electrical System
Electronics on the apparatus involve an onboard computing platform which
handles the interface with analog to digital converters and other sensors, post-
processing of measurements for application of the theoretical model, a display
for instantaneous feedback of measured signals, and electronic storage of the
measurements, along with a timestamp, to a long-term log archive.
There are two ADS1118 four-channel single/two-channel differential 16-
bit ADCs that are contacted over a serial peripheral interface (SPI) bus. The
Wheatstone bridge from a PVPT prototype has a pair of analog signals output
to be read as a single differential reading. More sensitive prototypes with a
characteristic ∆V
∆P
that is high enough to be represented by multiple bits of
resolution with the analog to digital converter, such as PVC or polycarbonate,
can feed their signal directly into the ADC. PVPTs that are not as sensitive
are amplified first using INA125 instrumentation amplifiers.
3.4.4 Computing Platform
The computing platform consists of a Raspberry Pi version 2 (Figure 3.12) and























Figure 3.10: A sensor interface shield was designed for the Raspberry Pi to
simplify the sensor connection and data retrieval process.
system facilitates the execution of the data collection and logging software,
PVPT-Analysis. The objective of PVPT-Analysis is to retrieve ‘readings’ by
interfacing with peripherals performing analog to digital conversion of sensor
signals, and then store the readings to memory.
The Raspberry Pi (Figure 3.12) is running Raspian version “Jesse”. Atop
the Raspberry Pi is a specially designed shield (Figure 3.11) that has: analog-
to-digital converters (ADCs); RTD amplifiers; real-time clock (RTC); and
connectors for miscellaneous digital input and output, for convenience.
The software handling the measurement sequence initializes by enabling
the analog to digital converters and other peripherals followed by a cycling
PVPT measurement for 100 readings. The variance is calculated and com-
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Figure 3.11: The sensor interface board mounted atop the Raspberry Pi.
Figure 3.12: A Raspberry Pi hosts the sensor interface and data display and
logging software.
pared to a value previously identified to represent the sensor in a steady state
of pressure. If steady, the mean is calculated and printed for convenience as an
offset to remove the systematic error due to the uncertainty in nominal gage
resistances (see Section 3.2.2). The program then moves to the main function.
Upon entry to the main program loop, and repeating with every iteration,
the current time and date is read and stored to random access memory. The
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date and time are monitored. Each entry includes the date and time, and
a single measurement of excitation voltage, ambient temperature, standard
pressure, and PVPT voltage measurement, and a calculated pressure mea-
surement from the application of the transformation model using the voltage.
Three to five voltage measurements are taken and the median is returned as
the official measurement to reduce the likelihood of returning an erroneous
reading due to ADC communication errors. The readings are not filtered oth-




The previous chapter detailed the theoretical basis for the proposed sensor
design and incorporation into physical prototypes. This chapter outlines the
experiments that will test the validity of the theoretical model and physical
sensor design, beginning with an orientation of the research design.
4.1 Research Design
This research project will test prototype pressure transducers constructed
based on the theoretical model outlined in Chapter 3. Validity of the system is
contingent on the establishment of validity in its core constituents: the ability
of the physical design of the sensors to isolate and respond with exclusivity
to pressure, and the completeness of the mathematical model such that it
fully incorporates the physical phenomena involved and properly transforms
the voltage signal to pressure. There are many opportunities for unintended
stimulii to creep in to the system that would be translated into an obfuscating
response (see Figure 4.1). The experiment and prototypes are designed to
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Figure 4.1: High level transduction model including undesirable thermal ef-
fects.
Prototype Construction
The model suggests that the only relevant physical properties in the design
of the vessel is the diameter, thickness, and the wall material modulus of
elasticity and Poisson’s ratio. The prototypes are simply constructed using cut
sections of piping with end-caps to enclose the vessel. One end is drilled and
tapped for 1/4 inch NPT pipe, and a quick-connect coupling is installed. Prior
to sealing the ends, the pipe section inner diameter and thickness are measured
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with calipers to ±0.001” accuracy. Values for the modulus of elasticity and
Poisson’s ratio are referenced from literature. Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 contains
a summary of the design properties for each prototype.
Table 4.1: PVPT prototype geometry and material properties.
Material D (in) t (in) E (Mpsi) ν Source(s)
PC 0.506 0.067 0.25 0.370 [15, 46]
PVC 2.041 0.168 0.45 0.350 [15, 46]
Cu 0.565 0.035 18.8 0.343 [19, 46, 7]
Brass 0.532 0.020 16.0 0.350 [19, 46]
The measurement stage is controlled by a computer program that man-
ages the sample rate and measurement order to reduce unnecessary noise
and interference. The control software commits the read measurements to a
log archive with timestamp. Data is finally analyzed for validity using error
analysis and uncertainty propagation techniques for nonlinear multivariate
models, and tested based on statistical analysis of the residuals.
Table 4.2: PVPT prototype nominal gage resistances and trim resistances
(both in ohms), gage factors for mounted strain gages, and excitation voltage
(in volts).
R10 R20 R30 R40 R1T R2T R3T R4T GF VEX
PC 349.2 349.9 349.9 349.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.05 5.26
PVC 349.3 349.5 349.5 349.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.14 2.49
Brass 349.7 349.9 348.8 349.6 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 2.05 2.49
Cu 349.25 349.55 349.45 349.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.2 2.09 2.49
4.1.1 Expected Signal Ranges
The expected signal ranges vary for each prototype based on its geometry
and material properties. The mathematical model is a non-linear function of
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pressure, and its derivative with respect to pressure is likewise non-linear and
the sensitivity varies with respect to the applied pressure (see Table 4.3 and
4.4). The measurability of the sensor is dependent on the signal being large
enough to be detectable within the limits of the ADC. In the test setup, the
limit of measurability is based on the resolution of the ADC and the reference
voltage.
Table 4.3: Voltage response sensitivity to pressure comparison at pressure



















Table 4.4: Comparison of unamplified voltage and responses at 150 psi for
PVPT prototypes of different constructions and respective integer conversion
using a 16-bit differential analog to digital converter with 0.256V reference
voltage like that used in this work, and the resulting measurable pressure
resolution.
Material Output Voltage (µV ) LSB psi
LSB
Average
PC 5433.1 695 0.216
PVC 3469.5 444 0.338
Brass 206.7 26 5.769
Cu 86.2 11 13.636
4.1.2 Temperature Effects
Thermal effects of various forms are expected to be present with the PVPT
prototypes, and their mitigation guides many design aspects of the experi-
mental procedure.
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The material constructing the PVPT prototypes will expand and contract
based on temperature. Different materials have different rates of thermal
expansion, and if the material is known in advance then strain gages can be
chosen specifically designed to offset the effects with responsive behavior in
the resistance. Alternatively, some gages ship with calibration data in the
form of a thermal strain polynomial curve that is a function of temperature
which can be used to remove the thermally induced strain. This method of
correction can reduce error as low as a half microstrain per degree Fahrenheit
[51].
The gages used in the PVPT prototypes are not compensation-matched
to the PVPT material, nor are calibration factors being used. Strain gage,
lead wire, and ADC properties can also drift with temperature; compensat-
ing for the effects of expansion in the material alone is not sufficient. The
experiments are designed to keep temperature passively controlled: it is mea-
sured and trials are verified to take place in a narrow temperature band and
measurements monitored for any ill-effects.
In addition, the PVPT Wheatstone bridge circuit uses a full bridge con-
figuration to reduce temperature effects. With all four gages subjected to
the same temperature, the thermally-proportional effects occur on all four
arms of the bridge equally thereby maintaining balance. In reality, the gages
are not initially equal and so the thermal effects can be expected to vary
among the gages leading to imbalance in the bridge [21, 31]. Imperfect as it
may be, the effects are nevertheless an improvement compared to a quarter,
half, or three-quarter bridge configurations that do not take advantage of the
generally balanced thermal effects in the full bridge.
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Temperature can further effect the signal when leadwire resistance drifts.
This effect can be minimized by using equal length leadwires so that the
resistance changes due to temperature variation is equal in all leadwire sets,
thereby maintaining general bridge balance [14].
Multiple techniques are designed into the experiment to handle thermal
effects but have limitations. The ambient temperature striven to be kept at
72o F, but drifts by ±3o F. The PVPT utilizes gages configured in a full
Wheatstone bridge scheme, with two gages measuring longitudinal strain and
two gages measuring circumferential strain (Figure 3.2). The effect of absolute
resistance offsets due to thermal variation will be minimized by the bridge
design for compensation, but effects on the gauge factor will still be present.
Thermal effects on the leadwires is minimized by using leadwires of equal
length for each gage.
The ambient temperature is measured using an RTD and logged with the
PVPT measurements; in the event that unexplained noise or deviation is ob-
served in the voltage measurements, the temperature measurements can be
used to check for correlation that would suggest the noise being thermally
induced. Thermal effects were indeed present at early stages of experimenta-
tion (Figure 4.2); suspected to be the result of rapid heat transferred unevenly
between gages, insulation has been added to the PVPT prototypes leading
to the disappearance of the effects (Figure 4.3). Thermal effects are neither
incorporated into the theoretical model being tested, nor are they factored
into the region of uncertainty bounding acceptable measurements in the in-
vestigation of agreement between theoretical model and physical behavior.
Thermal effects are handled entirely by avoidance in this study, by insulating
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the prototypes and maintaining a fairly consistent lab temperature. Future
research should expand to understand how temperature effects the PVPT,
but it is outside the scope of this project.
Figure 4.2: Thermal effects were profound at times when the temperature
discrepancy between strain gages at opposite sides of the PVPT was more
than a couple degrees Fahrenheit, as was typical when operated near a heating
vent.
4.1.3 Delayed Response Effects
The response time in the PVPT prototypes is expected to be longer than
the diaphragm-based standard. The response time is based on two factors:
the volumetric change in the sensing element and the mechanics of the active
element material that must deform.
The PVPT prototypes have a much larger volumetric change under pres-
sure than the standard sensor. The increase in volume must be filled with the
pressurized medium, and assuming all other characteristics generally equal,
it will take less time to supply the volume required by the sensor with the
smaller volumetric change. In this case, however, both the PVPT and the
standard are subjected to the same larger working volume, and so the sensor
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Figure 4.3: The previously observed thermal effects were effectively removed
with the addition of a thin layer of insulation. The insulation did not need
to maintain a constant temperature, it only needed to promote consistent
temperature among the Strain gage in a single PVPT. Note: output voltage
signal drop compared to Figure 4.2 due to a reheated solder joint.
with the smaller volume change will simply read the same pressure as the
sensor with the larger volume as the larger volume expands. Applications
in which the respective sensors are the only sensors to measure the pressure
of the media, the PVPT with larger working volume would take longer to
reach the steady-state pressure measurement compared to the diaphragm-
based sensor with much smaller working volume. The discrepancy would be
a function of the volume change, compressibility of the media, and flow rate.
Dynamic analyses and time response characterization for the PVPT sys-
tem are beyond the scope of this work, but is a vitally important topic of




There are two experiments to test the sensor. The first experiment tests the
ability of the physical design to respond exclusively to pressure. The second
experiment tests the mathematical model to transform the voltage response
of the prototypes into pressure.
4.3 Experiment 1 Design
The principle responsibility of a transduction mechanism is to produce a us-
able output in response to a measurand [20]. The PVPT is intended to be
a simple state indicator and its usability is qualified by its consistency of re-
sponse to the same stimulus (its repeatability). The quality of the sensor is a
measure of the lack of variability and the extent of indifference to unintended
stimulii. To test the physical design, an experiment has been designed to test
the repeatability of the output at repeated applications of pressure.
If the resulting variability is so extreme that no correlation can be drawn
between pressure and response then the physical model is decisively inconsis-
tent and a poor mechanism for the transduction of pressure to voltage.
4.3.1 Procedure
The prototype sensors are connected to the control volume on the test ap-
paratus and the system is powered on. Once booted, the measurement and
logging software is executed.
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4.3.2 Hypothesis
Null : The physical device will produce a response with no discernible consis-
tent influence by external pressure. A least squares regression of the stimu-
lating pressure and the signal response will have a slope of zero.
Researched : The physical device will noticeably and consistently respond in
relation to the external pressure. A least squares regression of the stimulating
pressure and signal response will be non-zero.
4.4 Design Validation
The design validation begins with a least squares regression line fit to the
data consisting of pressure and PVPT voltage output:
ŷ = β̂0 + β̂1x+ ε (4.1)
where ŷ is the estimated pressure state, β̂0 is the y-intercept term, β̂1 is the
slope, or the rate of change in the deterministic variable (pressure) with a
unit rate of change in the independent variable (PVPT voltage output). The
random error component of the regression model, ε, is assumed to have a
mean probability of 0, a constant variance of probability distribution for all
values of x (the PVPT voltage output), is normally distributed, and errors
were neither caused by nor do they have an effect on future errors [32].
Beta terms are defined as
β̂0 = ȳ − β̂1x̄ =
∑( 1
n














where the sum of the squares of the differences between x and x̄, SSxx, the
sum of the squares of the differences between y and ȳ, SSyy, the sum of the
products of the differences between x and x̄ and of the differences between y













(y − ŷ)2 = SSyy − β̂1SSxy
The Pearson product moment correlation coefficient, R, is a quantitative






Does the linear model adequately relate pressure and voltage? The term
β̂1 is the slope of the regression line. If the voltage and pressure vary together,
then there will be a non-zero slope as pressure is adjusted between 0 and 80
psi. If the two are not coupled, the voltage will not reliably track with pressure
and the slope will be zero. Thus forms the basis of the null hypothesis. The
T-statistic will be used to test H0 : β̂1 = 0. If they do correlate, the coefficient
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of determination, R2:
R2 = 1− SSE
SSyy
(4.5)
will suggest the extent of their interactivity with slightly higher prejudice as
the coefficient of determination is an indicator of how much of the variance
in one variable (voltage) can be explained by variance in the other (pressure)
[32].
Rejection Criteria
Rejection of the null hypothesis is on the basis of the β1 value. The T statistic







with rejection region |T | > tα/2 where tα/2 based on n− 2 degrees of freedom,
is a test of the hypothesis that the slope of the regression line between is zero,
indicating no correlation between the two data sets [33, 32]. In this work, tα/2
with an α value of 0.05 for 95% confidence is 1.96. The standard deviation,









D, t, E, ν, R0, Rt, GF Parameter (see Table 3.2)
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4.5 Experiment 2 Design
The complete uncertainty model defines the maximum possible deviation for
a measurement in a system described by the PVPT theoretical model. The
second experiment investigates the deviation of PVPT measurements from the
standard pressure. If measurements exceed the uncertainty model threshold
and human error can be ruled out, then the model is decisively incomplete
and/or incorrect.
4.5.1 Procedure
The procedure for the second experiment up until data analysis is nearly
identical to the first experiment. The two differ, however, in the treatment of
pressure intervals. The prototype sensors are connected to the control volume
on the test apparatus and the system is pressurized. The process is repeated
multiple times and with multiple prototypes.
Up to this point, the uncertainty terms in the error model (see Equation
4.11) have all been fully derived with the exception of the random uncertainty
component. This remaining term is formed by statistically analyzing the
residuals between measurements and standard pressure.
4.5.2 Hypothesis
Null : The applied PVPT transformation will not match the direct measure-
ments of a standard to within the function’s limits of uncertainty.
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Researched : The applied PVPT transformation will match the direct mea-
surements of a standard to within the function’s limits uncertainty.
4.6 Model Validation
Any measurement of a property, PΩ. in a real system can be represented in
terms of the actual property value, PA, plus an error term, δ∑ which symbol-
izes the sum of all random, systematic, and unknown error
PΩ = PA + δ∑ (4.8)
In this experiment, the error term, δ∑, expanded:
PΩ = δR + δS + δunk (4.9)
which is the random, systematic, and unknown uncertainties in the model
based on the uncertainty analysis (Section 3.2).
The standard pressure also has an associated uncertainty term (δΩ) albeit
fairly small
PΩ = PA + δR + δS + δunk + δΩ (4.10)
Combining the two pressure expressions forms the acceptance criteria




The experimental results are presented first in summary (Section 5.1), fol-
lowed by detail (Section 5.2). Detailed results of the primary tests for re-
peatability in the physical design and accuracy in the mathematical model
are presented in sub-sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.3. Conclusions based on these
results follow (Section 5.3).
5.1 Summary of Results
Table 5.1: T statistics (|T |) and Coefficients of Determination (R2) between
PVPT output signal and measured pressure in stepped pressure experiments.
H0 rejected if |T | ≥ 1.96 (Section 4.4).
PVPT β1
∣∣T∣∣ R2
PC 27.99 9955.3 0.9996
PVC 0.19 3101.8 0.9980
Brass 2.22 2962.1 0.9959
Cu 0.35 1683.3 0.9934
Table 5.1 presents a summary of the slopes (β1) of the least square regres-
sion lines, T statistics, and R2 values.
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5.2 Results in Detail
The following section presents the results of experiments 1 and 2 in detail.
5.2.1 Repeatability Results of the Physical Design
Polycarbonate and PVC PVPTs performed exceptionally well with a high
degree of repeatability and stability. Copper and brass models were less con-
sistent, but still demonstrated a strong coupling between signal and pressure.
Figures 5.1 to 5.4 exhibit trials exemplary of typical behavior across trials,
normalized to the scale of pressure for visualization.
Figure 5.1: Experiment 1 Polycarbonate (PC) PVPT prototype measure-
ments at pressures (R2 = 0.9996).
5.2.2 δR Results
The random component of uncertainty due to measurement noise was ex-
tracted from the measurements collected in the first experiment. When plot-
ted, the random noise could be clearly seen with the measured signal. Because
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Figure 5.2: Experiment 1 Brass PVPT prototype measurements at pressures
(R2 = 0.9959).
the pressure could not be precisely controlled, the measured signal meanders
and because this migration is in direct response to the pressure, it must not be
discarded. The signal is filtered using a low-pass filter which rejects the high
frequency noise (attributed to the random measurement noise). The mea-
surement noise is isolated by subtracting the filtered signal from the original
signal [45]. If the noise generally follows a normal distribution, the majority
of the spurious signals will be within two standard deviations from the mean,
and the mean itself should be nearly zero. Hence, the value for δR is two
standard deviations of the extracted random noise component of the signal
added to the standard error to 95% confidence (see Figure 3.3).
Table 5.2: Random uncertainties for each prototype due to measurement
noise.






Figure 5.3: Experiment 1 PVC PVPT prototype measurements at pressures
(R2 = 0.9980).
5.2.3 Accuracy Results of the Mathematical Model
The model was consistent in transforming voltage into a value for pressure
that was within the limits determined by uncertainty analyses (see Figure
5.6 and Figure 5.7). However, there were instances of brief breakouts of the
boundaries, likely due to either spurious noise or response lag.
5.3 Conclusion
In all prototypes, the physical design isolated and responded to pressure by
generating a voltage signal that scaled proportionally with pressure and did
so consistently enough that all had T statistics were high enough to reject the
null hypothesis that the pressure and signal responses would be exclusive to
the point of being bereft of any correlation.
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Figure 5.4: Experiment 1 Copper PVPT prototype measurements at pressures
(R2 = 0.9934).
Figure 5.5: Experiment 2 Polycarbonate (PC) PVPT prototype measure-
ments compared to standard.
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Figure 5.6: Experiment 2 Polycarbonate (PC) PVPT measurement error
(PΩ−PPC) in black. Light grey, thick lines mark error limits based on modeled
uncertainty. The prototype breaks the threshold at the pinch-point when the
uncertainty tolerances pinched inward during a period of low pressure (see
Figure 5.5).
Figure 5.7: Experiment 2 brass PVPT measurement error (PΩ−PBr) in black.





This project has introduced a new pressure sensor design strategy and demon-
strated its efficacy by direct physical testing at room temperature for pressure
ranges from 0 to 100 psi.
The first objective of this project was to test the viability of a pressurized
vessel to serve as a mechanism for measuring pressure by direct observation
of transduced voltage output from a wheatstone bridge responding to the
combined circumferential and longitudinal strains. The results from the de-
sign validation advocate the validation of the physical PVPT structure as
a sound mechanism for faithfully converting pressure into a usable electric
signal response.
The second objective was to test a derived mathematical model intended
to provide an analytical solution for pressure using the voltage output and
constant parameters of the system. The results from the theoretical model
validation support its completeness in consideration of appropriate physical
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phenomena and its correctness in how those phenomena are combined and
transformed back into the property of interest.
The following subsections offer insights and interesting observations col-
lected over the course of the study, and will serve future research.
6.2 Project Summary
The polycarbonate and PVC PVPTs performed significantly better than the
copper and brass. The most obvious explanation is the higher modulus of
elasticity in the copper and brass prototypes which results in lower sensitivity
in terms of voltage output per unit pressure, stemming from the decreased
deformation at similar pressures.
The theoretical model succeeded in predicting the pressure to within the
limits of uncertainty, but realistically that capability does not make up for the
huge uncalibrated error. What it does, however, is provide evidence to the ac-
curacy of the uncertainty analysis, and if the uncertainty analysis is accurate,
then it can guide improvement on the design. The two largest contributors
were uncertainty in nominal resistances and the modulus of elasticity. If the
material were tightly controlled, and a calibration at null pressure performed,
then the accuracy would significantly improve.
6.2.1 Physical Design Validity
The physical design of the prototype sensors was based on the derived theo-
retical model. The null hypothesis was that the design could not sufficiently
isolate pressure so as to respond with sufficient exclusivity, and it was rejected
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on the basis of the non-zero β̂1 which indicated a correlation between the ac-
tual pressure (as measured by the standard) and PVPT voltage response.
6.2.2 Sensor Validity
The pressure vessel approach applied to the design of a mechanism for sensing
pressure was shown to be a viable approach to pressure sensor design. The
physical design adequately isolated the pressure stimulus, and the theoretical
model predicted the pressure to within the uncertainty model.
6.3 Insights
A handful of key insights into the PVPT system have been gleaned from
various parts of this research. The following subsections address those that
would benefit from further discussion. For more general insights in the way
of formulae, etc., see Appendix D.
6.3.1 Designs for Sensitivity
Voltage to pressure sensitivity scales proportionally with the Ω term (see
Equation 3.6) for variations of diameter or thickness and inversely with vari-






If one has the luxury of choice, some amplification can be substituted with
thoughtful design choices. Though the effects are influenced by the setup,
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back-of-the-napkin calculations suggest the geometry and modulus of elastic-
ity are the properties with most direct translation to sensitivity. For example,
decreasing the wall thickness of a PVPT by 25% increases the output by 35%,
while adding 50% to the diameter will increase the voltage output by a little
more than 50%. If the modulus of elasticity were decreased by a factor of ten,
the voltage output would be increased by a factor of ten.
6.4 Future Research
The following subsections describe possible topics for future research.
6.4.1 Thermal Tolerance
This project restricted the data collection environment to approximately 72oF
±4oF (see Section 4.1.2). By using a full bridge, material-matched strain
gages, and short leadwires the PVPT should be able to tolerate a range of
temperatures without effecting the output signal.
6.4.2 Heterogeneous, Anisotropic, Composite Vessels
This work has focused solely on homogeneous vessels whose mechanical prop-
erties when acted upon are not dependent on orientation with respect to
the source of a physical interaction. An alternative material to use would
have been something like fiberglass or carbon fiber which would both deform
anisotropically due to the structural reinforcement created by the direction of
the fiberglass or carbon fiber. Vessels reinforced by carbon fiber or fiberglass
would have superior tensile strength in the direction of the fibers. The trade-
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off would be a more complicated model. Such vessels are much safer under
high pressure and commonly used in compressed gas tanks.
Any plans to investigate the application of the PVPT to high pressures
should be preceded by adaptation of the model to work with anisotropic
materials so that a safer fiber-wrapped vessel can be employed.
6.4.3 Fatigue and Creep Analyses
The vessel material will fatigue with repeated deformation cycles, but the de-
formation is very small. How many cycles and at what pressures and material,
on average, until the effects become noticeable as measurement error?
It is not uncommon for pressure sensors to be connected to a pressure
source that is pressurized around the clock. How long until creep effects the
accuracy of the sensor? PVC piping has “50 year creep” pressure ratings to
guide their application to limit premature failure due to creep in long-term
installations [53], how long would following that guidance extend the effective
life of a PVPT before its repeatability has been compromised?
6.4.4 Miniaturization
All of the prototypes constructed for this research project were at least eight
inches long and a quarter of an inch in diameter. These dimensions were
chosen for ease of construction by hand and to reduce the risk of making
mistakes that could potentially compromise the project.
The prototypes in this particular project would have technically been lim-
ited to the minimum radius of curvature limits of the strain gages (3.0 mm).
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Future research should explore the behavior of the PVPT at similar scale and
smaller.
6.5 Frontiers of Research
A number of interesting applications have been imagined over the course of
this project that have been neglected in lieu of prioritizing the establishment
of validity in the system before investigating uses. The following subsections
describe various applications and manifestations of the system, along with a
couple of tricks.
6.5.1 Measuring the Modulus of Elasticity
In cases where the pressure is measured with a separate device, Equation 3.33
can be configured to calculate the modulus of elasticity in the PVPT housing
material with only minor surgery. The trick lays in the λ terms which were
formulated initially to act as shelving to hold a handful of generally constant
variables (3.22, 3.23).
γθ = PGFΩ(2− ν) (6.2)
γL = PGFΩ(1− 2ν) (6.3)
Where the λ terms had 1
E
, the γ terms have swapped with P which migrates
the modulus of elasticity all the way out of the equation and moved to the
left side. The coefficients defined in Section 3 (Equations 3.30, 3.32 and 3.33)
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are reformulated here using γ terms
s1 = R20γθVEX s5 = R40γLVEX
s2 = R20VEX +R2TVEX s6 = R40VEX +R4TVEX
s3 = R10γL +R20γθ s7 = R30γθ +R40γL
s4 = R10 +R20 +R1T +R2T s8 = R30 +R40 +R3T +R4T
L1 = s7s1 − s5s3 L4 = s7s3
L2 = s7s2 + s1s8 − s5s4 − s6s3 L5 = s7s4 + s8s3








The modulus of elasticity can then be calculated as a function of measured
pressure and measured PVPT voltage
E(P, V ) =
L2 − L5V ±
√
W1V 2 +W2V +W3
2(L6V − L3)
(6.4)
Like the pressure model, the function contains a quadratic function. Un-
like the pressure model, there remains ambiguity in which operator the ±
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should be. The simple heuristic I have found through trial and error to work
satisfactorily is to calculate assuming addition. If the result is less than 10,000
(psi), then go back and subtract, instead.
Some care must be taken when the pressure is low due to the presence
of an asymptote as measured pressure approaches zero. When the measured
voltage is at zero, the equation breaks down to






6.5.2 Measuring Poisson’s Ratio
The modulus of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio are the two material properties
that would typically be retrieved from literature rather than direct measure-
ment. It may be possible to measure these properties by taking two measure-
ments, one in each configuration shown in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: Bridge circuits for the solution of Poisson’s ratio in PVPT mate-
rial. Resistors can be shared; output voltages do not need to be read simul-
taneously.
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This technique begins by solving for Poisson’s ratio, and then using the
result to calculate the modulus of elasticity. The first step is to form an
equation with the modulus of elasticity isolated.















and isolating the modulus of elasticity:
E =
ΩRLPL(1− 2ν)(R7VEX,L − (R7 +R8)VL)
4((R5R8 −RLR7)VEX,L + (R5 +RL)(R7 +RH)VL,o)
(6.7)















and substituting modulus of elasticity terms with (6.7) and isolating Poisson’s
ratio results in the equation:
ν =
(R3 +R4)Vθλ1 + VEX,θλ2
(R3 +R4)Vθλ3 + VEX,θλ4
(6.9)
where λ1, λ2, λ3, and λ4 refer to:
λ1 = (R1RLPLR7 +Rθ(2R5R8Pθ +RLR7(2Pθ − PL)))VEX,L
− (R1RLPL −Rθ(2R5PL +RL(2Pθ − PL)))(R7 +R8)VL,o (6.10)
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λ2 = (R1RLPLR4R7 −RθR3(2R5R8Pθ −RLR7(2Pθ − PL)))VEX,L
− (R1RLPLR4 +RθR3(2R5PL +RL(2Pθ − PL)))(R7 +R8)VL,o (6.11)
λ3 = (2R1RLR7PL +Rθ(R5R8Pθ −RLR7(Pθ − 2PL)))VEX,L
− (2R1RLPL −Rθ(R5Pθ +RL(Pθ − 2PL)))(R7 +R8)VL,o (6.12)
λ4 = (2R1R4RLR7PL −RθR3(R5R8Pθ −RLR7(Pθ − 2PL)))VEX,L
− (2R1R4RLPL +RθR3(R5Pθ +RL(Pθ − 2PL)))(R7 +R8)VL,o (6.13)
After solving for ν, the modulus of elasticity can be found by back-
substitution of ν into Equation 6.6.
6.5.3 Differential Gage Design
It appears possible to use a pair of the PVPTs sharing a single bridge circuit to
respond predictably to differential pressure (see Figure 6.2). A mathematical
model would certainly be a topic of future research: the bridge equation
produces the differential pressure between a pair of voltage dividers.


































R2B(R1A(R1B +R2A) +R1BR2A) +R1AR1BR2A
− (R4A +R4B)R3AR3B
R4B(R3A(R3B +R4A) +R3BR4A) +R3AR3BR4A
(6.15)
The pressure terms in this work correspond to one pressure value, but in a
differential model the two pressure terms would need to be removed and the
model expressed as a function of the pressure difference.
In an iterative approach, one would write a program to find the pressure
difference that corresponds most nearly the measured voltage measurement.
A lookup table could be constructed, and simulations to this extent have
suggested the approach would be successful so far as the stimulus and response
behave sufficiently linearly.
6.6 Conclusion
This dissertation has explored the potential of the pressure vessel predicated
design as a basis for a sensor that can sense pressure. Results have shown
promise in the application and raised potential applications in need of future
work to expand the frontier of its use.
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Figure 6.2: The differential PVPT configuration needs a bridge that produces
consistent differential voltages with repeated conditions of differential pres-
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A.1 Model Calculation Subroutines
Table A.1: {Parameters}
double Rn1 double Rn2 double Rn3 double Rn4
double Rn1 double Rn2 double Rn3 double Rn4
double Rt1 double Rt2 double Rt3 double Rt4
double P double Di double t
double v double YoungsMod double GF double Vex
A.1.1 Function List
double V from P ( {Parameters} )
double P from V ( {Parameters } , double V measured )
double E from PV ( {Parameters } , double V measured , double P measured )
double dVdR1n( {Parameters} )
double dVdR2n( {Parameters} )
double dVdR3n( {Parameters} )
double dVdR4n( {Parameters} )
double dVdR1t( {Parameters} )
double dVdR2t( {Parameters} )
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double dVdR3t( {Parameters} )
double dVdR4t( {Parameters} )
double dVdP( {Parameters} )
double dVdD( {Parameters} )
double dVdt ( {Parameters} )
double dVdv( {Parameters} )
double dVdY( {Parameters} )
double dVdGF( {Parameters} )
double dVdVex( {Parameters} )
A.1.2 Functions
double V from P (double Rn1 , double Rn2 , double Rn3 , double Rn4 ,
double Rt1 , double Rt2 , double Rt3 , double Rt4 ,
double P, double Di , double t ,
double v , double YoungsMod , double GF, double Vex)
{
return Vex∗ ( (Rn2∗(1 + GF ∗ (P ∗ ( Di∗Di/
(4∗YoungsMod∗ t ∗( Di + t ) ) ) ∗ (2 − v ) ) ) /
(Rn1∗(1 + GF ∗ (P ∗ ( Di∗Di/
(4∗YoungsMod∗ t ∗( Di + t ) ) ) ∗ (1 − 2∗v ) ) ) +
Rn2∗(1 + GF ∗ (P ∗ ( Di∗Di/
(4∗YoungsMod∗ t ∗( Di + t ) ) ) ∗ (2 − v ) ) ) + Rt1 + Rt2 ) ) −
(Rn4∗(1 + GF ∗ (P ∗ ( Di∗Di/
(4∗YoungsMod∗ t ∗( Di + t ) ) ) ∗ (1 − 2∗v ) ) ) /
(Rn3∗(1 + GF ∗ (P ∗ ( Di∗Di/
(4∗YoungsMod∗ t ∗( Di + t ) ) ) ∗ (2 − v ) ) ) +
Rn4∗(1 + GF ∗ (P ∗ ( Di∗Di/
(4∗YoungsMod∗ t ∗( Di + t ) ) ) ∗ (1 − 2∗v ) ) ) +
Rt3 + Rt4 ) ) ) ;
}
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double P from V (double V measured ,
double Rn1 , double Rn2 , double Rn3 , double Rn4 ,
double Rt1 , double Rt2 , double Rt3 , double Rt4 ,
double P, double Di , double t ,
double v , double YoungsMod , double GF, double Vex)
{
double V = V measured ;
double lambda H = ( ( Di∗Di )/(4∗ t ∗( Di+t ) ) ) ∗ (GF/YoungsMod) ∗ ( 2 . 0 − v ) ;
double lambda L = ( ( Di∗Di )/(4∗ t ∗( Di+t ) ) ) ∗ (GF/YoungsMod) ∗ ( 1 . 0 − v ∗ 2 . 0 ) ;
double aa = Vex ∗ Rn2 ∗ lambda H ;
double bb = Vex ∗ (Rn2 + Rt2 ) ;
double cc = Rn1 ∗ lambda L + Rn2 ∗ lambda H ;
double dd = Rn1 + Rt1 + Rn2 + Rt2 ;
double ee = Vex ∗ Rn4 ∗ lambda L ;
double f f = Vex ∗ (Rn4 + Rt4 ) ;
double gg = Rn3 ∗ lambda H + Rn4 ∗ lambda L ;
double hh = Rn3 + Rt3 + Rn4 + Rt4 ;
double A = gg∗aa − ee ∗ cc ;
double B = gg∗bb + aa∗hh − ee ∗dd − f f ∗ cc ;
double C = hh∗bb − f f ∗dd ;
double D = gg∗ cc ;
double E = gg∗dd + hh∗ cc ;
double F = hh∗dd ;
double M = E∗E − 4 .0∗D∗F;
double N = 4.0∗A∗F − 2 .0∗B∗E + 4.0∗C∗D;
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double O = B∗B − 4 .0∗A∗C;
double P num = ( B − E∗V − s q r t ( M∗V∗V + N∗V + O) ) ;
double P den = 2 . 0∗ (D∗V − A) ;
double r P = P num/P den ;
return r P ;
}
double E from PV (double V measured , double P measured ,
double Rn1 , double Rn2 , double Rn3 , double Rn4 ,
double Rt1 , double Rt2 , double Rt3 , double Rt4 ,
double P, double Di , double t ,
double v , double YoungsMod , double GF, double Vex)
{
double V = V measured ;
double P = P measured ;
double lambda H = ( ( Di∗Di )/(4∗ t ∗( Di+t ) ) ) ∗ (GF∗P)∗ ( 2 . 0 − v ) ;
double lambda L = ( ( Di∗Di )/(4∗ t ∗( Di+t ) ) ) ∗ (GF∗P)∗ ( 1 . 0 − v ∗ 2 . 0 ) ;
double aa = Vex ∗ R2n ∗ lambda H ;
double bb = Vex ∗ (R2n + R2t ) ;
double cc = R1n ∗ lambda L + R2n ∗ lambda H ;
double dd = R1n + R1t + R2n + R2t ;
double ee = Vex ∗ R4n ∗ lambda L ;
double f f = Vex ∗ (R4n + R4t ) ;
double gg = R3n ∗ lambda H ∗ R4n ∗ lambda L ;
double hh = R3n + R3t + R4n + R4t ;
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double A = gg∗aa − ee ∗ cc ;
double B = gg∗bb + aa∗hh − ee ∗dd − f f ∗ cc ;
double C = hh∗bb − f f ∗dd ;
double D = gg∗ cc ;
double E = gg∗dd + hh∗ cc ;
double F = hh∗dd ;
double M = E∗E − 4 .0∗D∗F;
double N = 4.0∗A∗F − 2 .0∗B∗E + 4.0∗C∗D;
double O = B∗B − 4 .0∗A∗C;
double E den = 2 . 0∗ (F∗V − C) ;
double E num = (B − E∗V) + s q r t ( M∗V∗V + N∗V + O) ;
i f ( f abs (E num/E den ) < 1e5 )
E num = (B − E∗V) − s q r t ( M∗V∗V + N∗V + O) ;
return E num/E den ;
}
double dVdR1n(double Rn1 , double Rn2 , double Rn3 , double Rn4 ,
double Rt1 , double Rt2 , double Rt3 , double Rt4 ,
double P, double Di , double t ,
double v , double YoungsMod , double GF, double Vex)
{
return −((Rn2∗Vex∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) )∗ ( 1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) /
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pow( Rt1 + Rt2 + Rn1∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn2∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) , 2 ) ) ;
}
double dVdR2n(double Rn1 , double Rn2 , double Rn3 , double Rn4 ,
double Rt1 , double Rt2 , double Rt3 , double Rt4 ,
double P, double Di , double t ,
double v , double YoungsMod , double GF, double Vex)
{
return Vex∗ ( (1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) ) / ( 4 . ∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ))/
( Rt1 + Rt2 + Rn1∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn2∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) − (Rn2∗pow(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) , 2 ) ) /
pow( Rt1 + Rt2 + Rn1∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn2∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) , 2 ) ) ;
}
double dVdR3n(double Rn1 , double Rn2 , double Rn3 , double Rn4 ,
double Rt1 , double Rt2 , double Rt3 , double Rt4 ,
double P, double Di , double t ,
double v , double YoungsMod , double GF, double Vex)
{
return (Rn4∗Vex∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) )∗ ( 1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) /
pow( Rt3 + Rt4 + Rn4∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn3∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
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( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) , 2 ) ;
}
double dVdR4n(double Rn1 , double Rn2 , double Rn3 , double Rn4 ,
double Rt1 , double Rt2 , double Rt3 , double Rt4 ,
double P, double Di , double t ,
double v , double YoungsMod , double GF, double Vex)
{
return Vex∗(−((1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ))/
( Rt3 + Rt4 + Rn4∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn3∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) ) + (Rn4∗pow(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) , 2 ) ) /
pow( Rt3 + Rt4 + Rn4∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn3∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) , 2 ) ) ;
}
double dVdR1t(double Rn1 , double Rn2 , double Rn3 , double Rn4 ,
double Rt1 , double Rt2 , double Rt3 , double Rt4 ,
double P, double Di , double t ,
double v , double YoungsMod , double GF, double Vex)
{
return −((Rn2∗Vex∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) /
pow( Rt1 + Rt2 + Rn1∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn2∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) , 2 ) ) ;
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}
double dVdR2t(double Rn1 , double Rn2 , double Rn3 , double Rn4 ,
double Rt1 , double Rt2 , double Rt3 , double Rt4 ,
double P, double Di , double t ,
double v , double YoungsMod , double GF, double Vex)
{
return −((Rn2∗Vex∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) /
pow( Rt1 + Rt2 + Rn1∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn2∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) , 2 ) ) ;
}
double dVdR3t(double Rn1 , double Rn2 , double Rn3 , double Rn4 ,
double Rt1 , double Rt2 , double Rt3 , double Rt4 ,
double P, double Di , double t ,
double v , double YoungsMod , double GF, double Vex)
{
return (Rn4∗Vex∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) /
pow( Rt3 + Rt4 + Rn4∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn3∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) , 2 ) ;
}
double dVdR4t(double Rn1 , double Rn2 , double Rn3 , double Rn4 ,
double Rt1 , double Rt2 , double Rt3 , double Rt4 ,
double P, double Di , double t ,
double v , double YoungsMod , double GF, double Vex)
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{
return (Rn4∗Vex∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) /
pow( Rt3 + Rt4 + Rn4∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn3∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) , 2 ) ;
}
double dVdP(double Rn1 , double Rn2 , double Rn3 , double Rn4 ,
double Rt1 , double Rt2 , double Rt3 , double Rt4 ,
double P, double Di , double t ,
double v , double YoungsMod , double GF, double Vex)
{
return Vex∗ ( (Rn4∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ∗ ( ( pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗Rn4∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod) + (Rn3∗pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) /
pow( Rt3 + Rt4 + Rn4∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn3∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) , 2 ) − (Rn2∗ ( (Rn1∗pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod) + (Rn2∗pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ))∗ (1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) /
pow( Rt1 + Rt2 + Rn1∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn2∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) , 2 ) + (Rn2∗pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗ ( Rt1 + Rt2 + Rn1∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn2∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) )∗YoungsMod) − (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗Rn4∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
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( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗ ( Rt3 + Rt4 + Rn4∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn3∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) )∗YoungsMod ) ) ;
}
double dVdD(double Rn1 , double Rn2 , double Rn3 , double Rn4 ,
double Rt1 , double Rt2 , double Rt3 , double Rt4 ,
double P, double Di , double t ,
double v , double YoungsMod , double GF, double Vex)
{
return Vex∗(−((Rn4∗(−(pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗pow( Di + t , 2 )∗YoungsMod) + ( Di∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 2 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) /
( Rt3 + Rt4 + Rn4∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn3∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) ) + (Rn4∗(Rn4∗(−(pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗pow( Di + t , 2 )∗YoungsMod) + ( Di∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 2 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn3∗(−(pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗pow( Di + t , 2 )∗YoungsMod) + ( Di∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 2 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) )∗ (1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) /
pow( Rt3 + Rt4 + Rn4∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn3∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) , 2 ) + (Rn2∗(−(pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗pow( Di + t , 2 )∗YoungsMod) + ( Di∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 2 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) /
( Rt1 + Rt2 + Rn1∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn2∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) − (Rn2∗(Rn1∗(−(pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
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( 4 .∗ t ∗pow( Di + t , 2 )∗YoungsMod) + ( Di∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 2 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn2∗(−(pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗pow( Di + t , 2 )∗YoungsMod) + ( Di∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 2 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) )∗ (1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) /
pow( Rt1 + Rt2 + Rn1∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn2∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) , 2 ) ) ;
}
double dVdt (double Rn1 , double Rn2 , double Rn3 , double Rn4 ,
double Rt1 , double Rt2 , double Rt3 , double Rt4 ,
double P, double Di , double t ,
double v , double YoungsMod , double GF, double Vex)
{
return Vex∗(−((Rn4∗(−(pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗pow( Di + t , 2 )∗YoungsMod) − (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗pow( t , 2 ) ∗ ( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) /
( Rt3 + Rt4 + Rn4∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn3∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) ) + (Rn4∗(Rn4∗(−(pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗pow( Di + t , 2 )∗YoungsMod) − (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗pow( t , 2 ) ∗ ( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn3∗(−(pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗pow( Di + t , 2 )∗YoungsMod) − (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗pow( t , 2 ) ∗ ( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) )∗ (1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) /
pow( Rt3 + Rt4 + Rn4∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn3∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) , 2 ) + (Rn2∗(−(pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗pow( Di + t , 2 )∗YoungsMod) − (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
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( 4 .∗pow( t , 2 ) ∗ ( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) /
( Rt1 + Rt2 + Rn1∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn2∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) − (Rn2∗(Rn1∗(−(pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗pow( Di + t , 2 )∗YoungsMod) − (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗pow( t , 2 ) ∗ ( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn2∗(−(pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗pow( Di + t , 2 )∗YoungsMod) − (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗pow( t , 2 ) ∗ ( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) )∗ (1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) /
pow( Rt1 + Rt2 + Rn1∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn2∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) , 2 ) ) ;
}
double dVdv(double Rn1 , double Rn2 , double Rn3 , double Rn4 ,
double Rt1 , double Rt2 , double Rt3 , double Rt4 ,
double P, double Di , double t ,
double v , double YoungsMod , double GF, double Vex)
{
return Vex∗ ( (Rn4∗(−(Rn3∗pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P)/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod) − (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗Rn4∗P)/
( 2 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) )∗ ( 1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) /
pow( Rt3 + Rt4 + Rn4∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn3∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) , 2 ) − (Rn2∗(−(Rn1∗pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P)/
( 2 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod) − (Rn2∗pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P)/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) )∗ ( 1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) /
pow( Rt1 + Rt2 + Rn1∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
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( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn2∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) , 2 ) − (Rn2∗pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P)/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗ ( Rt1 + Rt2 + Rn1∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn2∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) )∗YoungsMod) + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗Rn4∗P)/
( 2 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗ ( Rt3 + Rt4 + Rn4∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn3∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) )∗YoungsMod ) ) ;
}
double dVdY(double Rn1 , double Rn2 , double Rn3 , double Rn4 ,
double Rt1 , double Rt2 , double Rt3 , double Rt4 ,
double P, double Di , double t ,
double v , double YoungsMod , double GF, double Vex)
{
return Vex∗ ( (Rn4∗(−(pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗Rn4∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗pow(YoungsMod , 2 ) ) − (Rn3∗pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗pow(YoungsMod , 2 ) ) ) ∗ (1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) /
pow( Rt3 + Rt4 + Rn4∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn3∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) , 2 ) − (Rn2∗(−(Rn1∗pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗pow(YoungsMod , 2 ) ) − (Rn2∗pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗pow(YoungsMod , 2 ) ) ) ∗ (1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) /
pow( Rt1 + Rt2 + Rn1∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn2∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) , 2 ) − (Rn2∗pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗ ( Rt1 + Rt2 + Rn1∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn2∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
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( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) )∗pow(YoungsMod , 2 ) ) +
(pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗Rn4∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗ ( Rt3 + Rt4 + Rn4∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn3∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) )∗pow(YoungsMod , 2 ) ) ) ;
}
double dVdGF(double Rn1 , double Rn2 , double Rn3 , double Rn4 ,
double Rt1 , double Rt2 , double Rt3 , double Rt4 ,
double P, double Di , double t ,
double v , double YoungsMod , double GF, double Vex)
{
return Vex∗ ( (Rn4∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ∗ ( ( pow( Di , 2 )∗Rn4∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod) + (Rn3∗pow( Di , 2 )∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) /
pow( Rt3 + Rt4 + Rn4∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn3∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) , 2 ) − (Rn2∗ ( (Rn1∗pow( Di , 2 )∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod) + (Rn2∗pow( Di , 2 )∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ))∗ (1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) /
pow( Rt1 + Rt2 + Rn1∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn2∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) , 2 ) + (Rn2∗pow( Di , 2 )∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗ ( Rt1 + Rt2 + Rn1∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn2∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) )∗YoungsMod) − (pow( Di , 2 )∗Rn4∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗ ( Rt3 + Rt4 + Rn4∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn3∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
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( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) )∗YoungsMod ) ) ;
}
double dVdVex(double Rn1 , double Rn2 , double Rn3 , double Rn4 ,
double Rt1 , double Rt2 , double Rt3 , double Rt4 ,
double P, double Di , double t ,
double v , double YoungsMod , double GF, double Vex)
{
return −((Rn4∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) /
( Rt3 + Rt4 + Rn4∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn3∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) ) + (Rn2∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) ) /
( Rt1 + Rt2 + Rn1∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(1 − 2∗v ) )/
( 4 .∗ t ∗( Di + t )∗YoungsMod ) ) + Rn2∗(1 + (pow( Di , 2 )∗GF∗P∗(2 − v ) )/





Table B.1: Variable interpretations for the partial derivatives in this section.
a, b, c, h Rn1, Rn2, Rn3, Rn4
l, m, n, o Rt1, Rt2, Rt3, Rt4
y, g, p, d, t E, P , GF , D, t
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure C.1: Wheatstone bridge circuit. Trim resistors are added to represent
both trim resistors and lead wire resistance, both of which are constant.
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Figure C.2: Bridge circuits for the solution of Poisson’s ratio in PVPT mate-
rial. Resistors can be shared; output voltages do not need to be read simul-
taneously.
Figure C.3: The differential PVPT configuration needs a bridge that produces
consistent differential voltages with repeated conditions of differential pres-




Summary of Key Insights
D.1 Equations




Stress equations (3.7, 3.8); strain equations (3.12, 3.13):








Rn = Rn0 (1 + εn ·GF )








Rθ(P ) = Rn0 (1 + Pλθ) RL(P ) = Rn0 (1 + PλL)
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Wheatstone bridge equation which transforms pressure to voltage output
V (P ) = ∆V = VEx
(
R2 +R2T
R1 +R1T +R2 +R2T
− R4 +R4T
R3 +R3T +R4 +R4T
)
Voltage to pressure transformation model, Equation 3.33
P (V ) =
K2 −K5V −
√
M1V 2 +M2V +M3
2(K4V −K1)
c1 = R20λθVEX c5 = R40λLVEX
c2 = R20VEX +R2TVEX c6 = R40VEX +R4TVEX
c3 = R10λL +R20λθ c7 = R30λθ +R40λL
c4 = R10 +R20 +R1T +R2T c8 = R30 +R40 +R3T +R4T
K1 = c7c1 − c5c3 K4 = c7c3
K2 = c7c2 + c1c8 − c5c4 − c6c3 K5 = c7c4 + c8c3




























Equation 3.9 relates hoop stress to longitudinal stress:
σθ = 2σL
which is a constant property of pressure vessels both thin and thick-walled.






When in a Wheatstone bridge configuration as in Figure C.1, a larger ratio





D.3 Prototype Parameter Tables
Table D.1: PVPT prototype geometry and material properties.
Material D (in) t (in) E (Mpsi) ν Source(s)
PC 0.506 0.067 0.25 0.370 [15, 46]
PVC 2.041 0.168 0.45 0.350 [15, 46]
Cu 0.565 0.035 18.8 0.343 [19, 46, 7]
Brass 0.532 0.020 16.0 0.350 [19, 46]
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Table D.2: PVPT prototype gage resistances and trim resistances.
R10 R20 R30 R40 R1T R2T R3T R4T
PC 349.2 349.9 349.9 349.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PVC 349.3 349.5 349.5 349.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Brass 349.7 349.9 348.8 349.6 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0
Cu 349.25 349.55 349.45 349.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.2
Table D.3: PVPT prototype design variable uncertainties (∆)
Property Uncertainty Source
D inner diameter ±0.001 inch Neiko 01407A Digital Calipers
t wall thickness ±0.001 inch Neiko 01407A Digital Calipers
E modulus of elasticity ±10% [15, 19, 46]
ν Poisson’s ratio ±10% [15, 19, 46]
Rn0 gage resistance ±0.1Ω Radioshack Digital Multimeter
RnT trim resistance ±0.1Ω Radioshack Digital Multimeter
GF Gage Factor ±2% Omega Datasheet [2, 3]
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